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i l l 
A B S T R A C T 
The aim of the project was the provision of infomatlon 
regarding the effect of various tc»ins on oesilters of the fouling 
ecosysteos. This was undertaken i n two parts: A background survey 
to provide infonaation for the main study, the latter consisting 
of experimantal work. 
Part 1 * the introdt^tion - deals with fouling, i t s iofportance 
and iii^llcations to the Shipping CosBpanies and provides infomation 
on the costs and historical aspects of fouling aoong other things. 
Part 2 •> the Surveys - provide infortnatiott on the fouling patterns 
of ships both laid up and i n service, as well as details of the 
distribution of fouling algae along the British Coast and their 
fouling systeoB* The results obtained are discussed la relation 
to the changes i n fouling eeosystttss observed with the changes in 
toxins used in antifoullng paints. The Ic^llcations of this being 
discussed in Part 4. A suostary of the findings is also included. 
Part 3 • the experittntat work - provides supporting evidence for 
the changes observed i n Part 2 as well as providing ether infonaatien 
on the effect of the toxins used on the algae. The results obtained 
are discussed In relation to the general effect of the toxin; 
applications of the siethods used into future research i n narine 
fouling and possible oethoda of bioassay. 
i v 
Part 4 • discusses the implications of the chaise over in the 
eoo^onents of the fouling ecosystem. Explores the possibility of 
new lines of research into fouling based on the experimsnts 
undertaken and discusses the possible occurre^e of resistance of 
algae to toxins being used as antifoulonts* 
Standard escperimental methods are given i n the appendix, 
the remainder being included in the main text. 
Part 1 
INTRODUCTION 
isracawcTioN 
Fouling is a term used to describe the settlement in excess 
of marine organism, plant or animal, or the hull of ships. The 
result of such fouling is to increase the drag resistance and 
results in either a slower speed at the same power, or the same 
speed but at a higher power output for the engine. This increases 
costs which ever path is chosen. I f a slower speed is maintained 
the ships availability for cargo carrying is reduced thus resulting 
in a lower income and higher numing costs; i f the speed is kept 
constant increase in power causes an Increased fuel consua^tlon. 
Shell (1964) have shown that an increase of 27% in power was 
required to maintain the standard speed with a ship which was 
' f a i r l y ' heavily fouled and one with only slight fouling required 
s. 12.5% Increase in power to maintain speed. 
A survey published by the Woods Hole Oceanc^raphic Institution 
(1952) gives the f o l l o w i i ^ figures for the effect of foulingt* 
Table 1 
Effect of Foulii^ after six months out of dock in Temperate Waters 
Type of ship Displacement Loss of Max. X increase i n fuel to maintain 
Speed(knots) 10 Imots 20 knots 
Battleship 35,000 1.50 45 40 
Aircraft Carrier 23,000 1.25 45 40 
Cruiser 10,000 1.25 50 45 
Destroyer 1,850 2.00 50 35 
The figures apply t o ships of tha Royal Navy i n which an allowance 
i s made i n the design f o r an increase i n f r i c t i o n a l resistance of 
0.25% per day i n teo^erate waters and 0.5% per day i n tropi c a l 
waters. 
I n addition to the dire c t expense of increased fuel consumption 
there i s also an Increase In 'wear and tear' of the machinery to 
maintain the speed at higher power outputs. The expense of dry* 
docking must also be taken into consideration. I n 1940 t h i s was 
4,400 dollars f o r an 18,000 l i n e r not including the loss of 
revenue while the ship i s out of oervice. 
imalyses have shovm (Woods Hole 1952 from Visscher 1928) that 
there i s some r e l a t i o n between fouling and the time spent i n port. 
Fouling being heavier the longer the ship speNds i n harbour. This 
is supported (Woods Hole 1952) by the observation that Passenger liners 
are less liable t o fouling than freighters, the l a t t e r spending more 
time i n harbour. Among naval vessels Battleships and A i r c r a f t carriers, 
which spend more time i n harbour during peace time, than destroyers or 
cruisers, are more l i k e l y to foul than are the l a t t e r . 
Some indication of the lofiortance of fouling can thus be 
obtained the costs oust be reduced i f a shipping f l e e t i s to be 
run e f f i c i e n t l y . The aim at present must be to reduce the onset and 
density of fouling u n t i l the time that a ship i s due to be dry docked 
fo r repair purposes not to be de>fouled. This i s s u f f i c i e n t f o r most 
passenger and cargo ships hut another problea has evolved i n recent 
tiaes: that of the *giant* o i l tanker. These ihips of 100,000 to 
250,000 tons are so expensive to build and run that they have to be 
run as efficiently as possible. This requires a very short turn 
round tioe at each terainal and thus very l i t t l e tiias is spent in 
harbour or at the o i l terainal. This would tend to reduce the 
density of fouling (see Visscher 1928) but this is cooplicated by 
th0 mch greater cost incurred when fouling does occur. These costs 
exceed those of normal ships at^ the cost of this is increased by 
the fact that the return run of the tanker is one i n i ^ i c h the 
ship is not carrying catgo and any increase in the tine tak«i is 
effectively far oiore expensive than in nemal ships* 
Further indication of the c<»t of fouling to the eosipanles can 
be seen below (the data being supplied by B.S.R.A. 1969). Shell have 
shown that the annual operating loss per year is i n the order of 
O.IS knots. For a tanker of 20,000 D.W.T. this costs £2,000 p.a. due to 
increase in fuel consuo^tien alone. For one of 80,000 D.tf.T. the 
cost rises to £6,000. 
Another operator found that one of their ships required an 
increase of 20% i n the power required to a»intain speed, but that 
another of their vessels i n the same time span required an increase in 
power of 52^% to iaalntain the speed. Other figures given indicate that 
for an 80,000 ton tanker fouling results In a cost of £37,000 p.a* 
of which £10,000 p.a, is due to loss of revenue l A i l e out of 
service; £10,000 p.a^ for dock chaises and £2,000 for painting. 
One lai^e tanker operator puts the loss for an 80,000 ton tanker 
at £30,000 p.a, for loss of speed alone of «^ ich 90% is caused 
by fouling and 10% dus to roughening of the surface and net 
recoverable* On top of this the figure given for dock charges 
is £1,500 » £3,0(K}. I n order to prevent or reduce fouling, 
ships arc coated with a mitd>er of coB|)ounds aimed at stopping 
attaohatent and growth of the fouling organisms. The use of 
antlfoulants dates back to 1000 B.C., the Phoenicians having 
used pitch and copper on the bottom of their ships (Wood Hole 
1952). Lead sheathing was used by the 15th Century Spanish ships 
but the large weight and softness had i t s disadvantages* 
There is no authentic record of copper b e i i ^ used before 
the 18tb Century. I n 1758 H.H.S. *Alam' which was plated with 
copper which kept i t weed free d u r i ^ a return voyage to the 
West Indies. 
D i f f i c u l t y was encountered when the hulls of ships b^an to 
be made of iron due to the cor^rosive acticm of itm and copper 
on each other. This resulted in the gradual replaeeamt of 
copper sheet with paint systems es|>loylng an undercoat of anti* 
corrosive before the antifouling paint, i n i t i a l l y copper based, 
was added. 
An t i f o u l i t ^ paint systeos have been numerous i n dMign and 
performance. The general formula of an antifouling paint i s 
the toxin (copper or organoastallic) i n an organic solvrat which 
is dissolved i n a matrix of s<»aet»rt. The toxin being released 
as tho oatric i t dissolv^^i. The toxin and matrices used vary, 
but copper and organomstallic compo^Kds art those most often 
tiBployed. Tht formula of each paint i t e r l t l e a l to enable i t to 
be mott efficient i n i t t action. Partington 196A utlng a t y t t t m 
of GuprotM Oxide, r o t i n and aoluble plasticisei; showed that t o t a l 
soluble material ctist exceed 52% of the totel voluat of paint for 
i t to be effective. Flsk (1960) t u g g t t t t that t h t antieorrotivt 
and matrices may alto play tome part In t t ^ l t o f t a t i o g t h t action 
of t h t t o x i n Incorporattd i n t h t paint. Thlt wat alto tuggMttd 
by Barritt (1943). 
The basic types of paint systeas used today for antlfoulant 
purpotes can be described under three headings (Blmbauin et.al 1967) • 
Hot p l a t t i c I Phtnol Formaldehyde retln; rotln; paraffin and Cuprous 
Oxide applied i n a hot nstal. 
Cold Plattic t liquid phtnol formaldt^dt v t t l n ; rotin; f l t h o i l and 
Cuprous Oxide 
Vinyl : which requirtt grtater turfact preparation but g i v t t b t t t t r 
resultt* 
Recently on^anomstallic coapoundt havt b^jutt to b« uttd at toxins 
and has generally led to an increase i n the l i f e of a paint. 
Bowever, tha economic value of this is tied i n with a »9Kber of 
factors* Uoyds of London w i l l allow ships to be at sea for a 
iifAifiapm of two years without overhaul. Thus I t is i n the Interests 
of the owners to film to get as near to this maxlmtai as possible 
before having to dry dock the ship* 
The copper based paints gave protectl<m for a period of 
approximately twelve months (this exact period depending on a 
ntm&er of vatlablest speed, teqpdratuEe etc*) This necessitated 
drydockii^ after only one year at ses. Aa sltematlvei taken by 
certain colonies, allows the ships to stay out for two years 
while being fouled during the s«iond year. This Increases fuel 
b i l l s and reduces the aaxmnt of trade but may be cooipensated by 
lowered doekicQ coets* 
The use of orsanemetallic coQ^otnds increases the l i f e of 
tjjte paint and thus reduees the time spent fouled while at sea for 
the two years resulting i n a savteg i n operating costs* However, 
the cost of painting a 200,000 D.W^ T^* tanker with organooetallic 
antifoulants is nearly £6,000, that for on orthodox paint system 
£3,200. The reduction i n operating costs with the of 
oi^anometallic antlfoulants oust be In the r ^ l i m of £3,000 (Lee 
1969 i n memorandum to B.8.R.A.), I n many coses the saving Is 
obtained from docking once every two years Instead of once a year is 
i n the r ^ l o n of £3,000 alent and thua the organonetallic 
antlfoulants would appear to bt on a tound eeonixBic f e o t i t ^ . 
The use of organopaetalliosas antifoulants provides a d i f f i c u l t y 
in the analytical stage. Several authors have shorn the apparent 
relationship of the leaching rate of the paint with the t f f t c t i v t -
nass of f o u l i i % . Bamet (1948) shewtd that with copptr bated 
paints a leaching rate of 10 ug cm* day* prevtnttd ntarly a l l 
settleiBtnt. Thit rtlationthip has bten uttd t i n c t t o provide 
information on the l i f e of paints. 
With copper based paints this miniass leaching rate before 
f o u l l i ^ starts can be measured accurately by ch«d.cal analysis. 
However, with the organometallic paints t h t conctntration required 
to prevent fouling i t much lower. Rlvett (1965) thowed that, for 
ChlamydoaBnas, grot^h ceatts at 0.005 ppm of t r i b u t y l t i n oxide* 
The use of chwiical analysis to determine concwntrations of toxins 
as low as this presents d l f f i c u l t i t t and oech r t l l a n c t i t now bting 
placed on bioatsays for their dettrminatlon (Rivttt 1965). 
Just as t h t nsthods of antifoullng protections havt changtd 
ovtr the yeart so havt tht fouling cooounititt though t h t t t changtt 
are not neettsarlly eencoaittant. With woedtn hulltd thipt the 
boring animals, such at tltolas, used to be the main probloi (Woods 
Role 1952). The onset of metal hulled ships produced a change to a 
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cooounity dominated by barnacles and tube worms but also including 
grean and brown algae. When the speed of the ships increased to 
a rate greater than 15 * 16 knots (B.S.R.A. and Ocean Fleets Ltd. 
1969) there was another change. This speed proved too great for the 
settlement of barnacles and tube worms to be successful and the 
fouling eoonunlty changed to one doadnated by the green algae 
(Bnterwaorpha), Harris 1946. I n the last few years reports have 
suggested that the main fouling comeunity have again changed from 
the green algal domination to one dominated by brown algae 
(B,$*R.A* 1969; Shell 1969) this contimting to the present day* 
As a result of these changes end the economic impertanoe of 
fouling to the Shipping C<»ipanies the Dt^artmsnt of Botany at 
Durham University was given a grant by the British Ship Research 
Association to study various asp«}t8 of ship fouling. 
Hie aim of this $tu<fy was the investigation of fouling 
ecosystems found on shipe, in relation to the antifoulant systems 
i n current use* 
The research Is i n two partst A survey of current fouling 
organisms and Mcperimental work relatins to them. The survey, although 
providing background material for the project as a wholvwas one 
long term basis and as a result experimental work had to be started 
before the f u l l results from the survey were known* ^ « selection 
of experimental material was therefore modified as work progressed. 
The work w i l l , however, be presented i n the logical st\tdy sequence. 
Part 2 
SHIPPING AMD COASTAL StfRVEYS 
THE SURVEY OF SHIP POULIHG 0RCAHI8MS AHD THHR COASTAL BI8TRIB8TI(ai 
Piv« sttrv«y« v f t r * earrl«d out to provide backgreuod knowltdg* 
o£ pr«8ant day foulingi« 
1) A su r v ^ of thtt dlatrlbutlon of fouling organlsat a ship 
( M t t a r l n g a local port for dfydocklng aftar a nonsal parlod 
of asrvioa at sea* th^ study was dsslgasd to dstset any 
pattern In the d i s t r i b u t i o n of fouling e^osystos on a ship's 
h u l l . The infonsatloQ gained fro« this would determine the 
pattern of a l l further saa^llng. 
2) Survey of Fouling Ecosystaas on Ships In Ret^lar Ssrvlee i n o r d e r 
t o determine the fouling ecosystcos found at present. Barlier 
surveys have been carried out by Harris 1946, Pyefinch 1948 
and Shell 1964. Althou^ there is saueh evideaee of major 
differences In the cotapositlon of conteiqporary fouling ecosystems 
there has been no detailed study of this reported la the 
literature. 
3) Survey off the Ma^er Shippiny^ Lines - this was a l a i c a l extension 
of the above i n order to obtain as ouch background data as 
possible and included both the exaMnation of samples of fouling 
sent by the companies as well as details of fouling from their 
own records. 
4) A survey of f o u l i i ^ ecoaysteas present en static objects 
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The ships lav«stlgat«d in th« abov* aurvtys ar« «ll in 
ro^ular tdrvice and a r 6 subject to dsfoullog aad r^lsnlshtng of 
tholr aQtifoulanC at rtgular int«rvals (usually s v c r y t«slv« to 
etghtoen oionths)* "Shi, togethsr v l t h tho mvmat of tho ship 
throt^h the water, prevents the build up of a laature fouling eeesysten* 
Previous Investigatlfme into the oature fouling •cesysteos have been 
carried out using nen<#toxic test plates, r a f t s , buoys and other 
static objects (Stubbing and Houghton 1964t Harris 1946} Allen and 
Ferguson*Uood 1950 and Suamerson et al 1964)» I t was decided to 
take the opportunity 0f studying the f o u l i i ^ en a suobflir of ships 
of the Royal Kavy Reserve Fleet iHiich have been laid up i n 
Portssoouth Harbour for lox^ periods of tine. This would provide 
inforiaation on the nature fouling ecosystoitt appertaining to a ship 
and provide eoo^arison with that found on other static objects. 
5. A survey of the distribution of the fouling organisos around the 
coast of the British Isles. This was carried out to provide data 
relating to the possible source of fouling* 
The oethods used in the above surv^S are given i n the Appendix 
SI. The results are presented and discussed below. The oain 
discussion is followed by a sumary giving, i n outlins, the main results 
of the survey. 
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Of Brdun»BlanqUfitl928 (See ^pendix for brittf description) 
From tho table i t appears that there ar* thr** fouling 
c<»ao»Mities ^ i c h appear to be teoporarily i ^ ^ r a t e d . 
The f i r s t eommmity of DiatWMit lllva lactueat Pelysiphonia nigra 
and Bctecarpua siliculesus is found to ha deoinent on t h * saoples 
taken froa the aircraft carrier and destroyor, thes* having been in 
th * water for six opnths and two years resp*ctiv*ly. 
Th* second coanunity to appear which t«adod to b* dcolnant 
on the four year old ships was cm* in which Balanys balanoides,. 
Botryllua schlosseri and Malgula maiAattiensis were the aain 
organiSBS present. !niis would appear to be t h * basis of the clioax 
fouling ecosysteffl and is later surplaated by, or incorporated with, 
an ooosystect (cooiiaunity 3) which consists of Jasiia faleata, 
&|rfflothoe, QaaBiari<}s and Gipna intestinalis* 
The reoainit^ species gave only odd occurrences and l i t t l e can 
b« gained from then* 
In general the algae were more abundant i n saavlos takan from 
the water line than that taken from the bilge kael. This would b* 
eaepected from the resultant decrease i n l i s ^ t intmsity with 
Incroasing depth. However, the tm^n of t h * Sntftrcyiort&a genus 
were seen on the bilge k«el sas^le from t h * de»tr<^ er. 
From t h * above results what appears to b* happening is that 
t h * i n i t i a l fouling cmamity of algae is replaced by on* dominated by 
Ascidians and Barnacles. Later this cofoounity in*r*ai*s in diversity 
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with the occupation pf vacant niches by Crustacea and Folydbaetevarus 
this f o r a i i ^ the cliiaax ecosystem. 
The data Stained from the ships studies i f given iia Table 3. 
This is expresaed on cover values for th# #p<^ies in the saa|>le 
taktai* Oth«r information listed is the tokin contained i n the 
aatifouling paint, the months elapsed sinee the last painting and 
the Konth of last painting, the g4meral area of trade, s i t e of 
sasE^le and density 0f fouling. 
After rearyangemsnt there appear to he e xajatme of eoonaimities 
present. One consisting of Btidin^ia Ma^tnata and Eateromerpha 
prollfera is Mtt which is present throii^outi the table but with a 
greater cover value i n the sables taken £vm the water line. 
A second eonmmity of Kctocar^ siliculosjtts* Feldteannia globif era 
and G l f f ^ d i a secunda i s generally limited to the area of the hull 
below the l ^ t load line* Within this comnmity i t can be seen that 
Peldmaania globiCera occurs when the ship is heavily fouled* E^loeerEjUS 
reach«i i t s gre^tust expression vdton the ship is l l | ^ t l y fouled while 
gifferdta eecunda i s more general in i t s distribution* 
A third community is f orosd by |Bat,i^ g<!yaog^ a t^erfea and toterwaerpha 
co<qE>r,esaa. This is generally found i n the water line samples. The 
ships involved had a l l been on world wide voyages, the Crystal Grown 
having traded throughout the world althougfa i t s main route was the 
Atlantic rout0* 
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Table 3 
Names of Ships 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
St. Margaret 
Pando Strait 
Administrator 
Sugar lo^orter 
Kasioah 
Verena 
7 Crystal Crown 
8 Northern Star 
9 Clan Grant 
10 Foreland 
11 Atheldtdce 
12 Fulham IX 
Route 
W World Wide 
FB Far East 
UB Middle East 
US North America and Caribbean 
Au Atistralasia 
Co British Coastal Waters 
Toxin 
Cu Copper 
CO Copper plus Organo*tin 
C(0)Gopper possibly with organotin 
Position of Sample 
B 
W 
Bilge keel 
Water line 
S 
R 
Side 
Rudder 
Density of Fottltro^ 
H Heavy M Msdluffl L Light 
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One other tentative cramunlty Is that of the Barnacles and 
Tube worms* These were of sporadic occurrence but a l l the ships 
involved had been at sea for periods exceeding eleven months. 
I t was rare that the density of these would be great and most 
individuals were of small sise indicating a recent origin of 
settlement* The rttiBlning sp«:ies tended to be rather scattered* 
The "Fulham 9" gave an anonalous result* n$re the fouling 
coBisunity was one of diatomaoeous slims and Chaetomorpha linaa. 
This differed frcaa the remainder on being an entirely coastal 
vessel pr^ably spending much of i t s time in esturine waters, 
these algae being typical of esturine waters* 
Coastal Distribution 
The sites from which the algal l i s t s were taken are given 
In Fig. 1, The l i s t s are given In Table 5* They have not been 
re*arranged forming a "commwalty'* type arra^eusnt unlike the data 
from the ships hulls* The sites have been arranged clockwise 
around th4i coast starting i n the Shetlands* 
From the results i t can be seen that getocarpus^ slliculosus. 
Enterottorpha coapressa* Bnteronorpha tntestlnalis, Bnteromorpha linsa 
and Pilyella I t t t o r a l i s are of general ^ x»urr«iee throughout the 
British Isles* The remainder vary from localised to scattered 
occurrence* 
-T-
6©: 
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Figu^ire 1 Sites of COO-S^ QSL Surueijs. 
Ks? to Sites of Coastal Survey 
1 Shetland Islands 23 Porthcotham 
2 Pair Isle 24 Lemoroa 
3 St. Andrews 23 Semien Cove 
4 St. Abbs Bead 26 I s l M of Seilly * St* tfsry's 
" 5 Holy Island 27 Xiles of SciUy • St. Agnes 
6 Ths ftorthuaberland Ctoast 28 Isles of SeiUy - Bryher 
7 St. liiry*ft Island 29 Ules of Seltly - St. Martin 
8 Souter Point (Sittderland) 30 Cape Cornwall 
9 Bartlepools 31 Porthmth 
10 The Norfolk Coast 32 (todm Martin 
11 Westgate 33 Gower Peninsular 
12 Chichester Korbour 34 Milford Baven 
13 The Dorset Coast 35 Cw»>Yr»I^ lwys 
14 Beer Bay 36 Martin's Raven 
15 Brixham 37 Itorth tfelet end Anglesaa 
16 River Yeslm 38 Msrsey and Kaw Brixton 
17 39 Isl« Of Man 
18 Porthaltow 40 Galtowsy 
19 The Lisard 41 Weet Coast of Scotland 
20 Porthmellltt 42 Firth of Clyde 
21 Pensanee 43 Colraosey (Inner Hebrides) 
22 Roskilly 44 Oair Loch and Loch Terridon 
43 The West Coast of Ireland 
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| e t e $ i g ^ f»ii<?ulatua is generally cestrleted t« the west eeast ^ 
of Britein with e few scattered localities on the east si t e although 
this may be due to sas^ling i n the north east and the bias of the l i s t s 
CO the south and west* 
Giff^rdia Hincksiae show* e more consistent oceurrMce 
on the sooth west coast than ^iOtAuax* eitheiii^ i t does occur m the 
wtmt coast <$i Scotland eiid Xtelaod* 
Tike renai&dfr on the l i s t are of limited oerairrsaee oe 
of scattered ^ vsetmc* thxaa^mt the I r t i s h eeests. 
The f(»atng periods ^  rJlgae i n the River Yealm are given 
i n Table 6, fresi tl» data of Gnt^ BcultOt* IJafertUMtely, the g«ws 
gR^erowoy^a w»e not s p l i t to sp«stes level. 
The results eve givMi m:* 
a) a aontMy best* 
b> e eeasonel b«si» 
The farmvr w«re reflacod at suathly intervals ei«$ iospe^t^* The latter 
were inspected at neitthly interval* but not rs^laced* Also one 
series wts placed at the s u r f ^ e (30 cm iitfitsh) <md was pleeed at an 
angle of 45*^  the sutface at a di^th of 60 as., thus feeing i n 
portal shade* 
The m u l t s obtained from this show that Itefeeesjcaiis, spp, 
j^teroatsirt^ i ^ , and PolYstahgn^a spp the f eulisg ssas^ extends 
from 2jareb t ^ October* The freguemy ef oceutreme el th«ie is 
elsQ h l j ^ throughout the seesen* Glffoydia spp has e season exttading 
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froffl April to Octobtr but is of lowet frtquwacy than t h t above 
thr^e genera. Th« rawindtr have a l i n l t o d Coulii^ »«atoti generally 
restricted to ooe or two oontlia of the year. GiHoxdU granuleaa has 
a bioodal fouling season^ one part i n April ap4 May» th« second 
in August to Oetobur. The renainit^ speel«* of the genus Qifferdia 
tend to have their season in August to Septeaber. Pjlyella 
l i t t o r a l t s . hQwevnr* while belc^ uhlquitous on the l i t t o r a l zone 
la lls^ted i n i t s fouling period to Vay^ Jtme and July* 
In general tho seasonal plates follow the above pattern from 
the monthly plates* The plates angled at 45^ show SOOM variation* 
there is a reduetion i n fre<iuency of oecurrence and also i n the 
length of the s«aaon» but that of Ceraadtta rt^rua Is lengthened. This 
would seem to be a result of the drop in light intensity due to the 
angling of the p l a t t t . 
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Olecutilen 
The r«flults of th« ship fMlitog turvcy show two dear ftrtat 
of fotiliag* Otto band of gr««B «t or noartho light lo«d lino 
and ktlw this an araa of brown vaod* Toba wtm and bamaelat vara 
ganarally abaant or of low incidanca* 
Pravloua stirv^a hava ahoim that tha gram waadt, (lataroaorpha appj^ 
tandad to ba tha doolnant fora of fealinqg irtian tha vataala wara 
rooniog at aufflclently high apaada to pr«vant bamada aattlaaant* 
Sarrla 1946 ahowad that in aasfplaa froa a larga nutabar of vaaaala 
Eatarottoryha and gc<:,o<sarpu^  wara tha ooat abundant ganara. Ha atatat 
that KntartHMorpha fonaad tha bulk on a l t ships* Tha saaa atithor 
givaa datails of a aarias of saaplas from shi|^ takan at Livarpool 
and Glasgow froo 1942 to 1944. In thasa ha showad that at tha 
watarlina Snt<y^ p«oyj^ ha was tha doainant fora and this aai^ad gradually 
to an aniaal fouling naarar tha fcaal. 
Data froa tha Moods Bola Ocaanc^raphie I n s t i t u t i m 1952, show 
that whila on Buoya and TiMt platas Bctocarpus oeours with tha saaa 
fraquaney as Bntaroaarpha, on ahips l^tsroaorpha is alaast twica 
as coBoon. This is alao suppertad i n data froa Hantachall 1923 and 
Visschar 1927 i n tha abova raport« 
Tha data froa fioalch shorn that both Kntaroaorpha and Ectecarpus 
favour high l i g h t Intansitias but gctocarous is lass sansltlva 
to a dr<^ i n t i g h t intansity also shown by Barashhov and Fadyakina 1965. 
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Ivanova (1967) i n 32 samples from 9 vessels showed that Knterenerpha 
and Cladprpha were the most coooKm algae and gives details of 
certain vessels with zinc plated Iron being fouled with Enteroaorpha 
and Ectocarpus after 2 * 4 months* One vessel painted with a 
copper»aMrcttry antlfoulant was fouled with Sntsronorpha after one 
year. Klngcome (1939) states that toteroaprpha was less sensitive 
to copper than Bctocarpus. 
The main toxin used in antlfoullng paints prior to 1960 was 
copper on cuprous oxide* I t would appear from the above reports 
that, with this paint, ships would tend to be fouled by green weed 
when the paint is eidiausted. There would be soais brown weed but this 
would be limited to the lower parts of the hull due to the dominance 
of the green weed at high light intensities. 
Hecent reports have indicated that there has been a sh i f t during 
the last few years from green to brown weed as the main fouling type. 
This Is correllated with the Introduction of oi^anometallic compounds 
as suitable toxlM. This change over has been noted by a number of 
shipping concerns and was thought by at least one to be due to this 
use of organ(»wtalllc ccm^ounds in antlfoulfng paints. Experimental 
evidence cited later would seem to support this view and I f one 
assumes i t to be so one can explain the results obtained in this 
s u r v ^ and those given elsewhere. 
One fact that has to be taken note of is that many ships sre only 
covered with antlfoullng paint as far as the light load line. Only 
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in a emll nuQibsr of vassals Is ths a n t i f o u l i t ^ carrisd on abeva 
this iaval. This allows tha a9sunq;>tlon, that with organoaatalllc 
toxins tha brown waads ara tha chief fimllng organisas, to seem a 
reasonable one* 
The water line saa^lea ware takan froa near to tha light load 
line and probably above the sene of antifoulant. This area waa 
predoainantly of green weed with only the occasional occurrence of 
brown weed^ This is what is axpacted i£ no antlfouling (A/f) paint 
had been tiaed. 
The bilge keel saople wcs taken in the sone of A/F paint and 
here the predoainAte fozsa were the brown algae and although 
green algae did occur occasionally, i t was with only low cover values* 
The information Obtained from B.8.E.A. concemii^ the toxin contained 
i n the A/F paint was that aoat contained copper although a nusd^ er 
of aanufacturers had been experiaratins with organooetallic toxins» 
few had given poeltlve indleation of It s use i n their paint. 
Bowever, from the data obtained here, and froa the tttperlaental 
results^ suggest that isost of the paints contained organooatallic 
(probably organotfi^} ttatins. I f this is SO i t would explain the 
dominance of brown weeds on the lower part of the hull below the 
ligh t load line. This observation is not solely explained by a light 
gradient aa generally there is a d i s t r i c t boundary between the greens 
and brotms not a gradation as one should expect i f there was no distinct 
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physical or chemical bovmdary. 
These assumptions« based on experimental avldence, can be 
used to explain the distribution of fouling organisms found on the 
'Kaalmah*. Here the green weeds were dominant on the lower 
surface of the hull below the l i g h t load line, and the brown 
weeds were dominant above the light load line. This is the 
reverse to that found elsewhere* Ihilike the other cases there 
was a gradual aerglng of the two coamunitles. This suggests that 
there was no abrupt physical or chemical chengeai suggested for 
the other ships. One assumes from this that the A/F paint continues 
up the sides of the bull to a point above the heavy load line. 
The distribution of the algae also supports this i f I t is assumed 
that the organotlns favour brown weed fouling. The green weeds occur 
below the light load line and this is subject therefore to continuous 
leaching by the sea. The area of the hull above this level w i l l only 
be subject to intermlttant leaching and as this vessel is a tanker 
this Intejnnlttant leaching w i l l last roi^hly for 50% of i t s total 
time at aea. One would expect from this that at any given tloe the 
area below the l i ^ t load line would contain less toxin than above 
that level and therefore would be expended before the latter level. 
Once the paint has been «diausted i t would be expected that the 
green weed would become the dominant form and this would be expected 
th.Occiir f i r s t on the lower part of the hull as seen here. Thus one 
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can explain the apparent anomaly of the *Kaslfflah* by su^osting that 
she had been coated with an organ(»)etalllc paint further up the 
hul l than Is no»aal and that the differential erosion of this paint 
has resulted i n the two communities foimd. thA green weed being 
as the lower exhausted surfaces, the brown on the upper s t i l l active 
surfaces. 
Using the same assumption i t may be possible to «cplaln 
the results f<nmd by a major shlppli^ organisation In the mid 
19601s* A nuod^ er of ships were surveyed and Inspected visually 
at roughly monthly Intervals* The paint systems used varies from 
only antleorroslve to supertroplcal A/F paints. 
The use of a number of paints suggests that there would be 
a similar variety of compositions and these would be expected to 
give different results. Uhere brown weed Is the f i r s t fouling noted 
i t can be assumsd that these paints ecmtalned organotln eompotmds* 
These were generally seen In supertroplcal and ^poxy A/F paints* The 
change over to green weed could be ascribed to the esdtaustion of 
the paint at least of the oi^anotln contained therein* The 
vatlabjLllty i n the change over could be due to the differing coo^sltlons 
and d^&nj times and net necessarily any differences i n routes* 
Although in certain cases this nay not hold. Suf^ort for this Is 
seen i n that the weed at the end of the voyage* In the ships which 
passed through the brown weed fouling stage, was very heavy, an Indication 
of exhaustion of a paint but before any settleiisnt of barnacles* 
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This would also have been seen i n the *Kasiaah* i f only half the 
hul l had been painted. The fact that most of these ships were 
fouling after only a few aonths at sea suggests that their foraulation 
is unsatisfactory. 
While barnacles and tube wonas seea to be not as frequent aa 
t h ^ used to they s t i l l occur. Ocsan Fleet Ltd.* r ^ r t that shell 
(Barnacle and tube worm) fouling is greater i n their ships working 
beluw a speed of 16 knots* In the Survey carried mt the bamsoles 
and tube worms were of snail siise and probably recsnt origin but 
samples returned from the second survey show that bamaclea s t i l l 
cause a problem to certain owners. I n one case hydroids were seen 
suggesting v i r t u a l l y t o t a l eachaustlon of the paint. 
The fouling intensity can be andlfled by a number of factors* 
Blue Star Lines report that fouling does not affect them greatly as 
their ships often pass through fresh water or s i l t laden water or 
over abrasive surfaces (South American Trade) and this prevents long 
term settlement of algae. However* recently occurrences of oystsrs 
have been reported and this gives rise to concern aaong certain coiq;>anies* 
The fact that fresh or s i l t y water can remove fouling has been known 
for many years but not a l l ships Can aake xise of these* 
Turning to the difference observed i n the climax fouling 
ecosystem and that generally found on ships* the cliaax i n 
Fortsaeuth Harbour appears to be one of Barnacles and Tunieates as the 
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dcsDlnant organisms with the insect larvae and crustaceans also 
coming In at the doooinant stage* A conation of fouling was observed 
and the algae were generally limited to the U|^ >er areas of the h u l l , 
the animals to the lower areas. The chief algae Involved were 
Ulva lactuca. Pelyslphonla n^ra. Diatoms and Ectqearpus sllleulosas. 
greatly different from the fouling aeen on ships* This climax is 
seen i n Plymouth (Harris 1946) where Ascldlans are the dominant form* 
S t u b b l i ^ and Houghton (1964) have shown that in Oilehester Harbour 
and adjacent harbours on the south coast the dominant forms in 
midsummer are the barnacles but i n late suEomsr tunlcates become 
the doi^nant form but generally die off over winter. 
The difference between the climax and general fouling ecosystems 
can readily be explained. Barnacles are only serious when the speed 
of the ship i s below 16 knots* and as most of the ships investigated 
exceed this speed t h ^ do not constitute a problem. Pyeflnch (1948) 
gave details of the fouling sequence due to decreased toxin 
concentration i n the paint. This sequence, from most resistant to 
least resistant. Is as follomi:-
Brown mats (Eotocarpus type) - %drolds « Enteromorpha - Ectocarpus 
Barnacles Asoldlans Ulva and Lamjnaria. Harris (1946) shows that 
Polyslphonia and Ceramlign are very sensitive to copper. 
Thus with fast ships and a toxin concentration just bslow the 
mnxtffium to allow fouling one would expect i t to produce a fouling 
ecosystem of gnteroaorpha and Eetocarpus the faydroids being too fragile 
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to withstand the aovement through the sea. 
The importance of the fouling season of the algae is that i t is 
only at this tlms that fouling can occur; when the algae liberate their 
spores. Thus by knowing the fouling seasons of the ports of c a l l 
during a voyage one can estimate when the fouling is most l l k s l y 
to start and* with data froa ths l i f e of the paints, take additional 
steps to prevent i t * 
Results show that the distance froa the shore is in inverse 
relation to the dsgree of fouling (Ivanova 1961) and thus protection 
would be required in harbour* This would take the fora of a temporary 
structure of tubes releasii^ low concentrations of toxins to prevent 
attachment. This idsa has been tried on a permanent basis on ships 
(Iskra 1960, Fisk 1960). Other ideas that have been tried include 
Ultrasonic vibrations (Fisk 1960, Iskra 1960* Aksel'Band 1960) but 
the energies required for large ships are too great to be economic* 
Yoshi and Vedak (1966) have experimented with electrolytic awthoda 
but corrosion of the aetal is a possible point on which this w i l l not 
succeed* Thus paints would appear to be the aain antifouling systaa 
used for soae tiae to com. 
The coastal survey has shown that aany of the noraal l i t t o r a l 
and sublittoral meobers of the genus Enteroaerpha and Bctocarpaceae 
are found on fouling organisms* I t might be possibls* therefore* 
to estimate where the failure of the paint has started by coufNirlng 
the flora of the ships hull with that of the coast around the port of 
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c a l l * This, of course* has severe limitations as the data aaassed 
here is restricted to the British Coast* However, i f l i s t s could 
be compiled at the other aajor shipping ports th«> this could be 
tested* Analysis would show* i f this assuaii^tioa is correct* the 
date of coomenceaimt of f o u l i i ^ * This w ^ d provide useful information 
on the l i f e and b i ^ v i o u r of the paint of iav^irtanee to both the 
shipowners and paint manufacturers* One exsa^le we have obtained 
the m.v* *Galchas* docked at Birkenhead and Liverpool during one 
voyage. Xh^ l<mgth of time spent in Liverpool was 14 days* The flora 
was found to be:* jSnteroaor^ha cwapresaja* E*, raaailes^. E* prellfera, 
Estogarptyi ttlliculosjus, Giffordja secunda and Q* sandriana* Tha local 
flora includes E« cwapressa, E., firelifera and Ectecanwis slliculosus* 
^ese are very widespread algae and a i ^ concltmioa would be very 
suspect* but is worth careful tiote* 
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SUtflftgy OF THE ntg)IMG8 OF THE SURVEY HOEK 
1. The results from the 'Xazlmah* show that there Is s definite 
pattern of fouling, which bears a relation to the displacement of 
the vessel. The absolute height of the fouling band, while 
dependent on the displacement, fluctuates In any one ship 
along with the bow wave caused by the passage of the ship through 
the water. 
The pattern revealed is a result of a difference in the vertical 
distribution of the fouling organisms, there being no variation 
horlsontally and takes the form of two bands of fouling, (the 
cooiKments of «^ lch vary) which merge gradually at the light lead 
li n e . The only other observable patterns are those relating to 
bilge exlte and other obstructions on the ships h u l l . Providing 
these last msntloned are avoided and saopllng restricted to the major 
sones of fouling, the saiq[>les would appear to be ecologically comparative. 
The fouling ecosystems frcna ships with different routes have 
remarkable similarities which are suosaarised i n Table 3. 
The main fouling organisms found a r e t . 
a) Blldin^la marglnata} Enteromorpha prollfera • of general 
occurrence through the h u l l . 
b) Ectocarpus slllculosus} Feldmannla ^loblfera and Glffordla secunda 
limited to regions of A/F paint I f organotln is a constituent. 
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e) Entereaerpha coapressa and E* torta limited to areas near 
the water line but above r^ions of A/F paint i f oi^anotln is 
a constituent* Oa non-toxic or with copper on the toxin 
Enter«aorpha spp dwainates over Bctocarpus Spp as sssn here and 
in Harris (1946)* 
d) Barnacles and tube worms* these only occur in low densities and 
generally as immature aniaals and are thought to have originated 
idtile the ship had been travelling at slow speeds or had been i n 
harbour recently. From the ebove data and from correspondence 
with shipping cuipanles there has been a major change in the 
coo^onents of the fouling ecosystea, Where as previously the 
green algae predooinated* the brown algae now do so* I t appears 
that this change occurred at the saas tias as the introduction of 
organometallie toxins into antifouling paints* 
While the bull below the light load line Is covered with an 
antifoulant paint and weed free for 12*18 aonths* that above the light 
load line is subj<Mt to rapid fouling due to the lack of protection* 
Exteittion of antifoulant paints to the level of aaxioua displaceaant 
might reduce the cost due to fouling on vesssls f u l l y loaded in use 
( i f o i l tankers 50% of the tiow are aqpty). 
While the major fouling algae are of widespread occurrence around 
the British Coast* ships anywhere i n British waters during ths fouling 
seasons of the more restricted algae (Table 6) could receive an 
inoculum of the fouling algae of a specific d i s t r i c t . Exact information 
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r^^ardlng the l i f e history of the propagules of the fouling oi^anisms 
Is required before fouling organisms with restricted natural 
distribution can be as indicator organlsam* 
Part 3 
umammiih WORK 
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Experimental Work 
The experimental work carried out had three basic aimst-
1) To investigate the action of toxins on the major compounds of 
f o u l i i ^ systems in an attempt to Isolate the cause of the s h i f t . 
In fouling, from green to brown weed. 
2) To use experimental techniques in the above investigation which 
would allow the assessmsnt of antifcmllng p r ^ e r t l e s of new 
compounds which are toxic to blotlc systems. 
3) To develop these methods as potential bloassay techniques for 
use i n the estimation of leaching rates of the antlfouling paints. 
Material 
The algae used i n the experimental work were!** 
Clffordla secunda (Kutz) Batt 
Glffordla fenestrate (Berk ex Harv.) Batt 
Ectocarpus slllculosus (Dlllw.) Lyi^b" 
Pllyella l l t t o r a l i s (L) Kjellm 
EntercHBorpha Intestlnalls (L) Llnlc 
E. compresaa ( t ) Orev 
Ej. llnga (I.) J«Ag. 
^ese algae were collected from various sites along the coast of 
llOrthufflberland and Durham from both the l i t t o r a l and sub-littoral 
zones. They wsre stored in sea water culture solution i n a constant 
envlrouBMnt room u n t i l required. Collection generally being 
arranged to that t h l t patiod was as short as posslbU. 
Details of ths culturs solution and culturs tsohnlquss arc giv«i 
in ths Appendix «> £1* 
Four expsrlmsntat proeedurss wsrs carried out;* 
A Warburg Manoaetry 
The aim of this experiment was to shov the offset of the toxin 
used on ths aetabolism of the algae involved. This should provids a 
rapid technique for toxin assesstaent. 
The tfarburg apparatus is ussd to give a issasttreiBsnt of the 
respiration and photosynthesis* both net and gross* of a plant* 
Details of the oethods involved are given i n Appendix B2*l» 
Results 
The results of this experionnt are given i n Appendix E3*l-S3*3 
and suflOQiarised i n graphic foxiB in Figures Z^IZ* 
Trlbutyl t i n hydroxide (T*B*T*OH) appears to act upon the alga's 
ttOtabolisa producing increased respiration and net photosynthesis. 
The Increase In the forsoer being greater than that i n the latter bring 
about a resultant decrease i n gross photosynthesis (Figures 2,3,5 and 6). 
This effect is far aapre aiarked in the green algae (interonerpha spp) 
than i n the brown algae (faoily Eetocarpaceae) as in Enteroaerpha 
coaipire||Ba and Enteronorpha intestinalis their eooipensatlon point is 
reached with a solution of T.B.T.OR of 1*2% iaturation in sea %iater. 
i n the Ectocarpaceae tested the condensation point i s either not 
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reached or crosted only at solution* naarly •attivated with T.B.T.OH. 
Bwtoretaotpha lima, proved to be an exception produclag random 
fluctuations i n photosyntheeit and to a letser extent, reepiratien. 
Concentration! of T.B.T.OH of between 0 and 0,051 saturated 
solution would appear to reduce both photosynthesis and respiration i n 
a number of the algae tested. !nils is followed by an increase, 
rapid i n soiae cases, i n both at 0,1-0.2% saturated solution. 
Between 0.2 and 12.5% there is a gradual f a l l followed by another 
increase «4iich continues to the higher comrentrations. I t is this 
Increase which reduces gross photosynthe«is to a great extent i n the 
brown algae but the f i r s t naned increase which causes the reaching 
of the coiqpensatlon point by the green algae* 
Cuprous oxide would seem to act in a different way to T.B.T.OH. 
Here there is an i n i t i a l stiiaulation in gross photosynthesis between 
coneentratlcms of 0-O.SugCuad*^  as a result of increased net 
photosynthesis and respiration, the increase i n the forosr exceedii^ 
the l a t t e r . Stomally, there; follows a gradual decrease in gross, 
net photosynthesis and respiration as the t(»cin concentration increases. 
This is exeoplified try Giffordja fenestrate and Bct<)carpu* siliculosus 
(Pigs 9»10). With toteroaorpha intsstinalis end Pilyella l i t t o r a l is 
there is the i n i t i a l stioulatlon followed by a decrease i n the three 
CGOponents between I-S I^CUIBI"^. Above this concentration there is a 
second increase i n photosynthesis* that of gross photosynthesis in 
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Enteroyarpha intestinal is being due to a decreasf i n respiration 
at higher concsntrations. At the higher copper concsntratieas 
the green alga Batereoprpha appear to be groiring at a greater rate 
than oest of the broun algae tested«^  This is the reverse situation 
to that found with t r i b u t y l t i n hydroxide and wlU bs discussed 
in detail latSr* 
Ths Sffset of finely d i v i d e copper on two algas tnts also 
tested* The test oaterial was ftoteroaarpha intestinalis and 
Pllyella l l t t o r a l l s . Xt was found that the gweral treed seen with 
cuprous oxide was fo l l o > ^ here. The i n i t i a l Incrsass at O.SugCual*^ 
|ollowed by a gradual decreastt i n a l l three cosponents as ths copper 
.amcvattctiest increased. As with cuprous oxide p!»tosynthesis of 
Etttereqerpha Intestinalis was the higher at oost c^psr conosntratlons, 
a fact which, as w i l l be shown later, ties up with studiss of the flora 
of the ships hulls. 
Th« actual qUantative values given for the Warburg experlmant 
are however of United use as the niuober of runs carried out with 
each species was low. 
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B Matabolic Flux 
This experiiaent was designed to obtain the saae infomation as 
ths Warburg but using less sophisticated equltaasat. Photosynthesis 
and respiration were measured by ths use of pH nsasuring indicating 
change in carbon dioxide concentration and microwinkler techniques 
to record changss in oxygen. The nsthods tdiich follow Verdiua 1960 
and Beyers et al 1963 for carbon dioxide, and Fox and Wingfleld 1938, 
for oxygen, are given i n Appendix E2<>2. 
The results ere given i n Table 7* These suggest that thsrs is 
no logical output of carbon dioxide with resplratltm or output with 
photosynthesis and likewise for ffltygen, although there is the 
a8SU%tlQn that only the carbon dioxide flux w i l l affect pR, 
«^leh cannot b« held absolutely. But the results of oetabollc 
studies on lake systens and other aquatic environioents (Teal 1957, 
Odum 1957, OdUtt and Odunt 1955) give good results using basically ths 
saioe flnthod. 
Hot only does there appear to be no relation of gas flux with 
toxin concentration but there would appear to be no relation of carbon 
dioxide flux with oxygen flux, a situation that is stolChi(»Bstrically 
unlikely* The difference between the two varying between a factor 
of 1 to 16. The differences resulting ftim the use of two asthods 
of calibration of pB with with carbon dioxide concentration are of a 
lesser nature, generally there being no more than a factor of 2 
difference. 
Table 7 The E f f e c t of Toxins on the Hetabblism of Some fari n e 
Fouling Algae - l-.easurement' of and GO2 concentrations 
A.TRIBUTYX TIN HYDROXIDE */ 0 0.5 
~1 ( a l l measured as ml. £ffi.(f.w.) dDyf' ) 
2.5 5 . 0 25.0 
^ctocarpus s i l i c u l o s u s | 
GROSS PHOTOSYNTHESIS i 
i i 
i i i 
RESPIRATION I V 
V 
v i 
p i l y e l l a 3 ; i i t o r a l i s 
GROSS PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
RESPIRATION 
1 
i i 
i i i 
i v 
V 
v i 
"nteromor-oha i n t o s t i n a l i s 
GROSS PHOTOSYNTHESIS 1 
i i 
Bnteromorpha compressa 
GROSS PHOTOSYNTHESIS i 
i i 
i i i 
RESPIRATION I V 
V 
v i 
V 
t i 
^ 1 6 . 8 1 9 
- 5 .B06 
- 7 . 2 5 8 
- 9 2 . 0 1 0 
7 6 . 4 7 
1 3 2 . 3 5 3 
2 1 . 5 6 2 
- 4 9 . 4 3 5 
- 6 5 . 1 3 4 
- 8 . 2 5 0 
- 6 6 . 6 3 4 
- 1 0 2 . 8 0 4 
- 5 . 8 2 2 
3 . 1 3 9 
•249 .8F2 
3 0 . 9 6 7 
4 0 . 6 4 5 
2 2 . 4 8 6 
- 1 . 5 8 5 
- 8 . 4 9 0 
2 3 . 8 3 9 
•10 .313 
•52 .373 
1 1 . 0 7 0 
-14 .163 
-11 .576 
0 . ^ 9 7 
-0 .056 
1 1 . 7 9 2 
- 1 . 2 0 2 
-0 .048 
0 . 3 6 3 
1 .932 
-1 .550 
1.824. 
1 8 . 0 2 1 
7.407 
-2 .984 
^^4.475 
1 . 7P0 
- 3 . 1 3 6 
- 8 . 0 6 6 
6 9 . 5 1 8 
- 2 6 . 6 6 7 
- 1 5 . 0 0 0 
4 8 . 0 5 4 
- I . 8 0 6 
- 3 6 . 2 9 0 
2 2 . 4 6 9 
- 7 1 . 2 5 6 
-104.07? 
2 9 . 4 6 0 
- 1 4 . 3 9 6 
1 0 . 5 3 9 
-1.29P 
5.940 
. .4'2C) 
20.910 
1.53.5 
-1.166. 
-0 .915] 
2 . 957 ' 
2 . 9 1 3 
4.915 
-4 .804 
-28.052 
-14.754 
03 . 422 
226.400 
198.000 
- 1 0 . 5 3 7 
- 8 7 . 1 9 0 
-84 .B06 
- 2 . 4 2 8 
- 3 6 . 6 1 2 
- 3 4 . 2 3 0 
-2.A55 
7 . 1 9 3 
12.985 
1.280 
-5.670 
- 1 0 . 6 3 1 
4 . 1 9 9 
-3.273 
- 3 . 4 5 9 
3 7 . 5 3 5 
- 5 5 . 4 3 3 
- 1 4 . 1 7 3 
• 3 . 3 6 5 
-166 .364 
-225 .000 
- 42.853 
•114.244 
- 8 4 . 1 4 2 
14.170 
- 11 .053 
- 1 4 . 2 6 9 
- 2 . 6 7 3 
2 . 8 ^ 8 
7!'472 
14.732 
0 . 0 5 6 
- 6 . 5 0 4 
2 . 2 1 9 
0 . 5 9 3 
- 1 . 1 2 6 
- 0 . 4 4 8 
B.CUPRIC OXI^ 'H J 
G i f f o r d i a secunda 
GROSS PHOTOSYNTHESIS i 
i i 
RESPIRATION i i i 
RESPIRATION I V 
V 
v i 
p i l l y e l l a l i t t o r a l i s 
GROSS PHOTOSYNTHESIS i 
i i 
RESITRATICH i v 
V 
Enteromorpha conipressa 
GROSS PHOTOSYNTHESIS i 
i i 
R'.SPIRATION i v 
t V 
i and i v - Oxygen fliax 
i i and v - CO2 f l u x -
i i i and v i - COg, f l u x -
* percentage s a t u r a t i o n 
0 
-66.151^ 
43 .084 i 
15 . 726 i 
•142 .268 \ 
- 4 6 . 8 9 7 
3 5 . 8 8 1 
2 7 . 6 8 9 
- 2 8 . 7 1 7 
- 2 . 4 5 2 
- 1 . 0 4 3 
0 . 9 5 4 
- 4 . 6 1 5 
0 .1 
- 2 8 . 2 1 4 
- 1 4 . 1 4 1 
- 4 4 . 5 2 9 
1 9 9 . 9 6 5 
-lO.IIOl 
- 8 2 . 0 6 0 
- 5 8 . 6 3 6 | 
- 8 6 . 5 0 0 
- 0 . 4 6 3 
- 1 . 1 3 2 
- 0 . 4 1 8 
- 6 . 2 5 8 
0.5 
0 
3 4 . 0 5 4 
- 1 8 . 5 3 8 
•128.640 
(pox c"; V/ingfield 1 9 3 8 ) 
(Verdium 1 9 5 6 ) 
(Beyer et a l . 1 9 6 3 ) 
i n sea v;ater j ug Cu. 
-1 .453 
32.761 
- 3 . 3 6 0 : 
-17.075 
-0 .077 
-1.442: 
-0.517! 
- 8 . 5 3 5 : 
1 .0 
- 2 1 . 7 6 2 
0 . 8 7 2 
- 3 2 . 9 8 6 
1 2 9 . 4 5 7 
0 . 8 6 4 
20 .243 
- 1 4 . 3 3 3 
- 1 1 . 5 0 0 
0 . 2 1 2 
- 1 6 . 2 7 0 
0 . 7 4 4 
- 1 . 8 5 6 
5.0 
- 5 . 3 9 9 
•107 .630 
- 7 . 8 7 4 
- 1 0 0 . 3 9 6 
- 1 . 4 8 2 
1 5 . 4 7 8 
1 5 . 7 2 4 
•10 .750 
- 0 . 9 8 5 
1 .576 
- 1 7 . 9 9 0 
2 .735 
ml 
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Th« valu«a g i v t n for the f l u x arft t a th« Ofdttr of 1,000 tiaa* 
g r t a t e t than those tak«n f r o a tha Warburg «xp«riattnt and 10 tlOM 
greater than obtainad Iti the growth axperlffi«nt« below* 
3!i 
C Growth E^«f tnant 
this •xpftrlMQt wa» d«tlgn«d to obtain data on tha «ffact 
of tba toxin OR algaa la a l«$s raflnad fflumar nalng growth at an 
Indax of gross phototynthaala* 
Tha aathod followa that of Llndahl (1962) and Is glvan In 
Ai>pandix S2«3. th^ rasults ara glvan In datali In Appaadlx E3*4 
and auanatlssd In graphical form In Plguras 13»13« 
Pllyalja l l t t o y a l l s and Glffordla aaeunda hava a high natural 
growth rata In pura culture ielutlon» This drops rapidly as tha 
concentration of tha toxin Is Increased. Batwaan 0*005 and 0*251 
saturated colutlon of T«B*t#OH there Is a transl«ftt Increase In 
growth, t ^ t In Glffordla see^da this then decreases and reaches Its 
conpcnsatlon point at 0*5% saturation* Pllyella l i t t o r a l i s decreases 
rapidly as the cottc«itration Is Increased to 0*1% saturated solution 
and than rises but only to a value of (0.33 x e«mtrol). 
BntcroBBorpha Intestlnalls reaches i t s ooopensatlon point at 
otieh lotfer concentrations of t r l b u t y l t i n hydroxide, about 0.01% 
saturated solutlony and then continues to act as an increasing 
respiratory drain on the systeuu 
With cuprous oxide a similar trend i s observed to that of the 
Warburg. Glffordla secunda reacted to increase froa a rate of 
2.5ut02gBr^day''^ at 0.05% v^Cusl*^ and then decreased to a fldnlnua 
of 0.3al02gnt*^day^^ at SugCuml*^, after vhleb the j^otosynthssls rate 
rose. 
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Pit;yal^la l i t t o r a l l a dacreaaea rapidly with Increaaing 
concentration from a control photoaynthaaia rata of 28ml02ga*^day*^ 
to one of e.AalO^sa'^day'^at lOugCtial*^. Thara appeared to be no 
i n i t i a l stiiBulatlon* 
Entegeaprpha inteatinalis haa a ouch lower photosynthetie rate 
of only liBl02S^*^day*'^ and thla decreaaea* again withmit the i n i t i a l 
atimulation reaching a cesfiensation point at abo«t l*OugCual*^. Tfaie 
ia very unlike the reauUs obtained from the Warbu^ apparatus. 
The copper solution gave the general trend seen using the 
Warburg technique with very low concentrations of copper up to 
OtSugCuol"^ there is an increase i n growth, this is from l»4al02gm*^ day*^  
EnterOaerpha and a.S^UulOggm'^day*^ for Gifferdia* Pilyella 
behaves tsore rand(»dy reaching a peak at l^OugCual*^ and then 
decreasing. After the i n i t i a l peak both Giffordia and Enteroaorpha 
have a decreased growth rate but the l a t t e r reaches the compensation 
point at SugCunl*^ while Gtffprdia reaches i t at y^SugCuol*^. Pilyella 
does not ai^ear to reach i t s coo^ensation point as even at lOugCual'^ 
there is a t i U growth. 
Thm most tmusual feature of these i s the fact that the algae 
would appear to act as a respiratory drain on the system at auch lower 
concentrations than are indicated by the Warburg ttcperioents* 
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CgRMCNAflON BXPgaiMEHT 
The gerolnation of spores is a c r i t i c a l event in the l i f e cycle 
of an alga« I t has been ahavn by Christie and Shaw 1968 that in 
EntercBiory4ta the settleoent of soospores is not passive^ active 
swlanlng occurs i n order to find a suitable point for settleoent. 
I t would thus be expected that this stage i n the l i f e cycle of an 
alga would be one which was very sensitive to eavironaental effects 
(e.g. toxins)* 
The follcifwli^ experioent was designed in order to test the 
sensitivity cf saigas to various toxins and evaluation of this as 
a bloessay technl^iue with a high degree of sensitivity* 
Method 
The experlaent was carried out using giffordia secuirfa. Pllyella 
lltton;aIls and Bnteroasrpha intestlnalls* The last named failed to 
produce viable spores and is now being repeated following the method 
of Bvans and Christie 1962* (The results of tbis not being available 
due to the periodicity of sporulatlng exhibited by this alga). 
The algae were walghed to obtain their fresh w e l ^ t and placed 
into a s t e r i l e p e t r i dish with a disk of f i l t e r paper at the bottom 
to assist the attachment of spores. 20 ml of test solutlm was then 
added* The pet r i dishes were then placed i n the constant environment 
ro<Ha at IS^ G and a light intensity of 4000lux. The algae were 
rewalghAa at weekly intervals and the nuo^er of germinating spores 
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counted and axpressed as spores per gramDoe of alga. The test 
solutions used were Copper and Cuprous oxide 0$ 0*05; 0*25} 0*5; 2.5; 
5; ?.5; lOugCwal'* T*B.T.OH. Oj 0*005; 0.025; 0,05; 0.25; 0.50; 2.50; 
5*00; 25; 50 pareent saturated solution. 
Results 
Fig^ras 16| 17 and Appendix E5 give the results Stained In 
the germination ttperimsnts. In general the trends observed for 
Giffordia sectflida follo«r those obtained i n the previous experiment. 
With t r i b u t y l t i n hydroxide there is an I n i t i a l decrease from 
AO X 10*^  to 4*4 X 10"^  spores gm*^  and then an increase to 42 x 
spores gm*^ * This then decreases gradually with a slight but 
transittat rise at 0*5% saturated solution u n t i l after 5X saturated 
solution no more germination occurs. 
With Cuprous oxide solution there is a gradual decrease fr<m 
3 *»1 3 112.5 X 10 Spores gm~ at sero concentration of toxin to 4*27 x 10 
spores gm*^  at CSugCuml"^ the decrease i n germination success after 
that is more gradual and above 5*0agCuml*^ no getm^tion occurs. 
Copper Shows a slo^lar pattern but at 0*25ugCuffll*^ there is a 
3 
transient lacrease i n germination success reaching 87 x 10 spores 
ga*^* There follows a rapid decrease a i ^ above 2«5ugCttml''^  there 
appears to be no gsrmlnatlcm occurring* 
With Pilyella l i t t e r a l i s there Is a stimulation i n germlnatien 
success at O.SugOuml*'''^  of 5.71 x 10^ spores gm*'^  and then decreases 
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rapidly such that after S.OOugGuml*^  there is no gerainatioR at a l l . 
With copper there is a rapid drop in gembLnation success for a 
control of 5.18 x 10 spores ga* to 0.67 x 10 spores ga' at 
0,5i%Cuipi'* . There is then a sudden rise to 3*0 x 10 spores 
(pa*^ at SugOugm*^  after %^ich no germination occurs* 
Tributyl t i n hydroxide was only observed to allow geroination 
at control and 0*1% saturated solution* This i s i n contrast to 
Giffordia seeuiuia i n which geraination occurred right up to 5% 
saturated solution. 
Unfortunately during the present series of experiaents i t 
was found that gnteroaorpha could not be made to germinate in culture 
but this is now being repeated using a refined technique* 
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Discussion 
The experimental work was carried out with three aims which 
have been listed previously* The discussion w i l l be divided into 
three parts, each part w i l l discuss the results obtained i n light 
of one of these aims* 
Section One 
The Effect of the Toxin on the Major Components, of the Fouling; Ecosystem 
There are two {^ses i n the l i f e cycle of an alga which can be 
attacked by the use of toxins. The f i r s t i s at the stage of 
germination of spores, the second Is during the growth phase* The 
experiments carried out investigate the effect of three toxins on both 
of these phases^ they b e l i ^ copper, cuprous oxide and t r l b u t y l t i n 
hydroxide* 
The results sbow that, with copper and cuprous eailde growth w i l l 
occur throughout the concentration range uired (froa sero to f u l l y 
Saturated solutions) but at higher concentrations there is a lowering 
of the growth rate. The i n i t i a l Increase In growth at very low 
concentrations is thot^ht to be e ^ t e d with the use of copper as a 
mlcronutrlent, but lik e a number of micronutrlents i t acts on a toxin 
In high concentration (Steward 1963)* 
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Bowever, in Qiffordia secunda, germination would appear to 
cease at concentrations of copper above 5ugCuAl*^ (es Cu^) and 
T.SugCual*^ as copper metal. I t would appear that i n this case, 
copper attacks the stage of germination i n algae, li copper does 
prev<At germinations at higher concentrations than j.Oug per a l , 
while growth can continue to f u l l y saturated solutions i t would 
seoa that i t also acts i n a similar way in ggterosar^* This alga 
has a greater tolerance to copper than Ectoearptts i n high light 
intensity (Harris 1946) and one would expect Entereaprptta to 
getoinate at similar or higher concentrations especially as i t s 
growth rate^ from Warburg operations, is lower than that of the 
Efctoearpaceae* The lower growth rate suggests that seas exclusion 
mechsnisfi aigh£ be involved in the dominance of Eatereaarpha over 
Bctocargji* 
In the case of t r i b u t y l t i n hydroxide i t was found that while 
the getoearpaceae would reaain growing throui^teut the concentration 
range, although as with copper tending to aero at the highest 
concentrations» Enteromorpha, two Species found on ships, would only 
show growth at cone^tration less than 1<.2% saturation i n sea water. 
The gerainati<m ekperiaents showed that germinatien i n Giffordia 
secffldf occurs up to concentrations of 5% saturation. Thus one would 
expect from this that at concentrations of t r i b u t y l t i n hydroxide of 
betwe«a:2*5% saturation Giffordia and possibly the other Ectoearpaceae 
would both germinate and grow while Sntereaorjpha (E* coapressa and 
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E* intestinal i s ) could not grow even i f the germination could occur* 
The comilusion drawn froa these results Is that on ships with 
copper or cuprous oxide on the t ^ l n the green algae would probably 
d<»idnate and with paints based on t r i b u t y l t i n hydroxide <»e would 
aacpect the menders of the Bctocarpaceae to dominats* 
That this might be so is upheld by reference to survey of 
ship fouling* Harris (1946) found gteen algae to predominate although 
thtt brewn algae were present* The results pretsnted i n the current 
survey show t h a t the Ectecargaceae tend to be the dominant type* 
Bowttver, one surv4^ carried out by one of the fi»jor shining 
co£D|>anles showed that ships might be covered i n i t i a l l y with brown 
weed and this my later be replaced by green weed* 1%ls would be 
expected I f the green weeds coa^te successfully for the ssme niche 
as the brown weeds. This Is known to be so for regions of h i g h light 
intensity (Karris 1946) and may be the reason for the ehat^ e although 
we have no proof of i t as the experlm«»ts were net designed with 
this In mind* A possible way i n which the dominance of gnterGmorpha 
3i^ t;CH^ ar|rt)ts is brought about is i n the l i g h t of the lower growth 
rate, by soma sxclusion mechanism* This replacem^tt of brown weed 
by gr^en could also b# explained on the basis that the copper retained 
in the antifottlant paint after a l l the organetln had gone was toe high 
to allow the germination of Ectocarpus but too low to prevent the 
germination of Enteroaprpha and replacement occurred either naturally 
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by replacement after death or by soae exclusion aeehanisa as above. 
The results froa the growth experiment show that the algae 
reach their compensation point at lower concentrations than in the 
Warburg «cperiments. I t is possible that this is a result of ageing 
of the solution but may also be real* I t is Eateroaorpha vhich 
appears to suffer most i n this manneiT, however, and i t aight be 
that i t is the soluti<m ageing that is prodt^ing these results. 
Tbe meoibers of the Ectocarpaceae follow i n general the pattern 
observed in the Warburg operation even to the extent of replicating the 
"fflicronutrient** peak with copper* The t r i b u t y l t i n hydroxide run 
closely parallel to that <^tained from the Warbui^. I t is 
sui^ested that Enter<»iorpha is more sensitive to changes in the 
solution involved and this might cause the lowering of the toxin 
required to produce a respiratory drain on the alga* 
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Stetion Two 
The Use of These Experimsntal Techniques i n the Assessamt of New 
Conpowds with Antifouland Properties 
The application of the tttperimental technique described in 
rolation to a future research prc^raome into the evaluation of 
oosf^ounds with a n t i f o u l i i ^ potential is given i n the General 
Discussion. This section w i l l deal with their use i n isolation 
not as part of a cooabined pr^raome* 
The Warburg apparatus produced results which, in the case 
of Enteronorpha cooyressa and aateremorpha intestinalis were 
remarkably similar when using t r i b u t y l t i n hydroxide. The remaining 
exaBqples were sufficiently alike to predict trends i n photosynthesis 
and respiration caused by the tcntin. The apparatus, although 
elaborate, is simple to operate and a large ms^er of saiqples can 
be used at once* The production of a set of figures for net, gross 
photosynthesis and respiration takes in the region of 2 hours 
Including a calibration to allow for photosynthesis or respiration 
i n the solution alonej^ This method was found to give the most 
consistent results for the expression of growth. The growth 
experiments, although giving a similar picture were less consistent 
In the case of Enteroaorpha and required fourteen days for 
CMt^letlon. This increase in the time of the experiment is 
cwapensated by the extreme reduction i n experimental cost. The 
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apparatus eonsUting slfl^ly o£ pst r i dith«8» and requiring a room 
o€ itnlfom •nvtromaant* vAilch is genarally available i n aiost 
rsdsarcli lottitutloot» and an accurata balanct* 
Tho reattlta £tm tha iaatabolic Clux axparimfnt auggaat that 
i t ihotild bo partiod no fi2rt*i«r, •vm alloiring for i t i tsta i n tho 
atudios on onatgy tlott i n aeoayttani (Taal i957{ Oduo 1957), 
Th* ganainatlon axparioant providad osaful inforaation on tha 
tolerance of algal zoosporaa to toxins i n saa watar. This i n 
i t s a l f warrants further work into this aspaet. I t provides a 
siople explanation for patterns observed i n the surveys carried 
out i n part one; i t s potential as a bioassay technique w i l l be 
discussed later. I t requires the sane apparatus as the growth 
exporloant and takes approximately the sane tine and could present 
a siople and sensitive estination of the effect of a potential 
antifoulant* 
Sactlon Thr«a 
Tha gxtwttioa of tha Bxoiflnantal Teelini<tuM a t B t e a f y Methods 
Th« aim of a biological assay Is to provide an inda of tha 
concaatration o£ a e^ound» which is too low for aceurata ehattical 
analysis^ through tha usa of a paraoater of a biological nature. 
thi» i>ar8B»etar has» i n the f i a l d of oarina f o u l i i ^ , bean l i n i t a d 
to tha growth rata of organltoe* The aethoda of Fitzgerald (1963) 
^^^^ Chloral la and Rivett (1965) with Chlaaydmpnas laeasure the 
change in c a l l density over a period of abmt four dayi. This is 
coo^red to a aeries of growth rates p r ^ r e d fron standard 
concentrations of toacin* 
The aim of this section is to provide other aathoda of 
bioaaaay which are either quicker, while oaintaining the accuracy 
required! or alower and nara aensitive. Two loethoda osed come intp 
these cat^oriea« The Warburg maneaetrie tedtoique requires 2 hours 
for a aarias of fourtaan astliaationa f o l l o M d by a longer time apan 
to dry the alga and weigh i t i f tha dry weight is required.. This 
last mentioned could be read from a correction tabla of fresh 
weights to dry waij^ts* These problems can be evercoa» by the ttse 
of a unicellular alga such as (a^amy^oMWtas* This can be injected 
in known concentrations into tha fiaska and thus reduce the time required 
per run to the two hours* Additional runs w i l l require less time as 
the calibration for biological activity in tha solution w i l l have 
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been calculated previously. 
^'^^Ot Chlorella can be kept as viable pure strains for periods 
up to 1 year * Aanain & Fraser Saith (1968). 
The results obtained from u s i i ^ a variety of tton»unifora stocks 
show that trends can be shown even tmder these conditions. With a 
standard stock of a unicell and allowing tins for equilbration 
there Is no reason why this should not provide an accurate bioassay* 
The geminatioo experisMmt takes longer than the Rivett aethod 
but i t is believed would be nuch aore seittitive. Sj^eriaental work 
bf Christie and Shaw (1968) show that i n gnterosapha the soospores 
are capable of sooe choice of sottleaent area i n response to 
environnental inf luences^ and i t seees l i k e l y that this stage aight 
show aore sensitiv* reactions to my toatins i n the water. 
The iaportance of this lies i n the very low eoneentrations 
at which these recent toxins (organoaetallios ^ c ) work, i f even 
aore effective tocins were developed there w i l l be a requir«Bsnt for 
oore Sttisitive aatht^s of bioassay» idiich could be provided by 
the gemination experiment. 
The equipment required is not very elaborate and provided a 
f a i r l y uniform envlronnont is maintain^» the eiq^^iasnt is easy 
to run* The results with Glffprdia secunda providing a f a i r l y 
reliable indlcaticm of i t s sensitivity. 
Part A 
GEHmL DISCISSION 
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General Discusilfm 
The following discussion is aimed at the coisbination of 
cxperlnantal and f i e l d data discuaaad in detail previously and 
to a t t e s t $pma of i t s ioplicationa in the f i e l d or marine fouling, 
and possible future avenues of research* 
At present, paints Incorporating various toaelui are the 
only methods of preventing ship fouling that are used on a large 
scale. Much of the formulation of the ^ i n t would ai^ear to follow 
a pattern of Introducing a t r i a l toxin into a paint and testing i t 
out on ra f t or ship t r i a l s * On rafts these t r i a l pUtea are removed 
at r«sular intervaU for the leaching rate to be detendned* The 
leaching rate at the coanencemant of f o u l l i ^ being used as an index 
of tdocieity of the coopoYmd and the concentratl<m required i n the 
paint to prevent fouling* Raft t r i a l s can take up to fottr years 
before fouling occurs^ this bait^ equated with a ship l i f e of two 
years. 
One way in fi^ich this situation might be lo^roved Is by the 
Investigationf biochemically, of the effect of toxin on the fouling 
ecosystaas •* the grean and brown algae* This would enable certain of 
the proposed toxins to be elimlnatad and would only take a short tins 
to coa^late. Vi» toxin can then be suggested to the paint chemist who 
would prcparo a suitable carrier for i t * Thia paint eould then be 
applied i n various thicknesses to test plates and subject«l to 
h9 
accelerated leeching rate tests. This would provide inforaation 
on the erosion of the paint and the tias taken to provide a 
ainimua concentration of tcocln to prevent fouling* This U t t e r would 
be calculated from experiments s u ^ as the Warburg respiratory and 
germination experlaants. The time taken to reach this would be 
much shorter than test t r i a l s or raft t r i a l s , and would eliainate 
unsatisfactory paints before there had been atqr ext«asive manufacturing 
of them. 
Once these accelerated leaching rate t r i a l s had been carried 
out the suitable foraulation could then be applied to ship tests or 
ra f t tests. The former being preferred as these ressiable actual 
conditions more accurately. The performance of these paints on the 
ships could be followed and any fouling eould be described to enable 
at^ indicator organisas to be detected and usod to get an indication 
of the performance of the paint. This would rule out the need for 
elaborate ehoiical or physical tests to be carried out on the t r i a l s , 
the results being used for the indicator organisas being gained by the 
i n i t i a l blochealcal analysis of the offset of the tttcins on the 
foullug systeae. 
Tho toxins that w i l l be used w i l l be ones which are toxic at far 
lower coneratrations than those used today. This in I t s e l f requires 
bioassay techniques i n order to detect the very low concentrations 
required and development of these is n«:essary. This being one of the 
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alms of this project, another being to show how inti^ratlon of 
biochemical and visual axperlmanta can play a part i n the subject 
of marine fouling* 
The diecusaion following the work on the ships survey indicates 
how the experimental work carried out helps tb aq>laln the results of 
the survey* The ia^irtance of this lies i n t:ha effect of the 
fouling on the speed of the ship* I f the green weed produces more 
drag 00 a ship than the browA weed, a l l other t h i t ^ s being equal, 
then a paint favouring the brown weed would be preferable, or vice* 
versa (Ejt^riaants are now belt^ devised to test this point)* 
This factor is coaipllcatad by the fact that the organomtallic 
paints last up to 18 months before fouling Is heavy whereas the copper 
paints w i l l last only 12 months. I f the brown weed produces more 
drag than the green the Increased cost due to this oust be balanced 
against the decrease In cost due to the Itmger l i f e of the paint. The 
relative tosts of the paints mist also be taken into account before 
the true significance of the change over can be perceived. 
GfilcuUtiona based only on one sas^le show that the fouling on 
the St* Hargaret was 456gA* ( 3 6 5 ^ * yr" 2* ^vanova (1961) gives a 
figure of 770«t,OOQgmnr^  for fouling. I f this is multiplied by the 
slse of the vessel and then corrected to give the drag imposed by the 
weed then one can ealeulate the ton of speed and hence the increase 
cost of running the ship* However, more samples of fouling must be 
taken before accurate calculations can be applied. 
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The figure given by Ivanova (1961) coapares with that of 
Barashkov and Fedyaklna (1965) which gives the following values of 
wood growing on immersed concrete blocks:** 
Sea of Azov - Enteromorpha prollfera 1000^*^yr"^ 
A l l algae (average) I860$aa"^yr*^ 
and Zenkevltch (1963) Who gives a figure for gnter^aorpha intestinalls 
•2 *1 
of 209*5gDar yr* for the Black Sea* These would seem to suggest 
that there may be sooe difference in the productivity on ship and 
shore but this requires more saqples before any ease can be stated. 
Ftiture lines of attack, aany of which have been tried out, 
could bear repeating limiting their use to that period coinciding 
with the fouling organisas. Pisk 1960 stated tha; the es^^osa* of 
running ultrasmle equipment is a deterrent. Costs alght be 
r^uced by only using this equlp^ant i n port and only d u r l i % the 
fouling season. The equipmsnt however, smt not be of a frequency which 
could cause the self dlstructiontf the ship. The use of piped toxins 
Gcoid be applied during the f o u l l i ^ s«aaon but i t has to be expelled 
i n a fInely/dlvlded form, the apertures for i t s dispersal thus 
might b^ ;^ its!^ ep£ibl« to clsiggii^ by materiel i n the water. 
The greatest advantage of the paint is that a coating of paint 
Is required to prevent the 9teel hull from corrosion by the ssa 
water, and since the ship has to be docked for this, the additional 
application of an antlfoulant does not prove too expensive* 
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Finally, there is the question of algae evolving resistance 
to the tfficins used. Resistant strains have developed i n most types 
of animals and plants. Bacteria are known to rapidly build up 
resistance* Oases are known of resistance to heavy metals occurring 
in Angiosperme (Jain and Bradshaw 196$) and i n fungi. Th« speed of 
building up the resistance depends upon the selection pressure to 
do so and the speed of reproduction* 
Th* algae involved reproduca quite rapidly although do so 
i n marked seasons* This would produce some l i m i t on the speed of 
acsttlfl^ up resistance* The saiection pressure on the hu l l of the 
ship is great but en the shore i t w i l l d e p ^ on the advantages, i f 
any, of this resistance* I f (his resistance is genetically 
determined and also confers laoreased v i a b i l i t y to the alga then 
i t s spread would be rapid* However, i f there was no advantage 
i t s spread would be slow or i n the «Rtreme i f i t tras less viable than 
ths noftioresistant strains there would be a tendency for i t to die on 
the shore* I f this last named were true then the only source of 
replenishment would be the ships themselves* 
The tranafarence of spores of these algae is from ship to ship 
dither directly or indirectly via the shlp»shore*>ship link* th* 
ship transfersnce is the simplest and could readily occur i n 
harbours and result i n quite rapid build up of resistance* The ship* 
shore^shlp would result in a build up i f there was no disadvantage 
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in having the resistant gene in an environment not requiring i t 
( i . e . the shore). 
There would appear to be l i t t l e known on the subject for 
resistant strains could cause the costs of research into new 
toxins to increase i n relation to the speed at which resistance 
is b u i l t up. I t is also Important where the mechanism of resistance 
is involved i f the asehanlsa involved deals with a typs of cos^ound 
rather than a specific coopoimd I t makers prevention store d i f f i c u l t 
and aore expensive and as a result this could well be one f i e l d 
which could suffer some research i n the near future. 
Part 5 
APPEM3ICES 
Appendix SI 
SUZmKS AND COASTAL SOEVEYS « MBTHODS 
Section 81*1 
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Seoti<m S l * l 
Foullnii^ Ec^ysteaa present on the *'Kasiaah" 
This study was imdertaken in order to detect any basic pattern 
i n the d l s t r l b u t i m of fouling ecosystems dn the ships h u l l . The 
inforaatlim gained would form the basis fcr f u t ^ e sajo^llng. 
Sampling was taken at three heights on the h u l l , 18$ 28 and 
38 feet above the keel. 1%ese f e l l Into the two major tones which 
were visible and i n the junction between the two at the light load 
li n e . Any gradual or disjunct separation of the two rones would 
thus be detected. 
Sampling at each of these heights was carrisd out at three 
sites along the h u l l , one each side of the ship* This would detect 
any variation i n pattern along the length of the ship and on either 
side of the same. 
The sa%le8 were then subjected to adcroscopic analysis to 
determine their algal ccn^onents* Identification of the algae was 
froffiHewton (1931); Eifon Jones (1964) Sliding (1963). The 
nomenclatuns follows that of Parke and Dixon (1968). 
The iiiZs- 19 displayed on Table 2 i n a font convenivit for 
inspection. 
Section Sl«2 
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Section Sl-2 
FoullnR Ecosystems on Ships in Regular Service 
The sampling procedure used waa modified fr<8B that used for 
the *Kazim3h', based on the results from that vessel** Two saoplea 
ware taken from each vessel. One waa taken from the light load 
line or Juat above; tha aecond from the hull near the bilge keel. 
Bilge exics and other similar sites on the hull were avoided. 
The siotplca were stored in sea water containing 5% formalin.: 
u n t i l identified. Indentification was from Newton (1931); Sliding 
(1963); Elf on Jones (1964)* 
Other details which were obtained for each ship were:. 
1) period elapsed since last scraped 
11) antifouling paint used 
i l l ) routes covered 
iv ) position of sauries 
v) notea: any relevant points appertaining to fouling. 
The analysis of the data followed that of Braun-Blanquet 1928 
(see Appendix 82. for description of method)* The data being 
displayed as an association table • Table 3 • for convenient inspection* 
On one ship, the *St. Margaret*, an area of fouling of 89 sq.cm., 
was dried and weighed and corrected to give weight per aquare metre. 
This was to provide aoma indication of the biomassthat fouling 
organisms can produce* 
S«ctl<m 
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Saction S1.3 
Peulitig Beosyetaaai from th« Main Shipping Llnet 
This wa* carried out as an «xt«n«ion of Section Sl«3. The 
f i r s t stage was to send a le t t e r (Fig. Sl*3a) to a number of shipping 
companies outlining the aims of the study and asking for their 
co*^eration* I f this was forthcoming, a second letter (Fig. Sl-3b) 
was sent explaining i n detail vhat was required, and enclosing a 
nuiBber of san^le bags with attached data sheets (Fig. Sl-3c)« 
The shipping coopanies were asked to obtain sasf>les of fouling 
from the light load line and near the bilge keel. These were to 
bo returned in the bags supplied together with the eoigpleted data 
sheet. Identification procedure follows that of Sections Sl-1 and 
81*2. The data required is shown on Fig. Sl»3c and is similar to 
that taken in Section Sl-2. 
There was some delay in starting this survey and results are 
s t i l l ecuBii^ in^ The results, obtained to date (August 1969) 
are depicted i n Table Sl-3a in a similar fashion to those of 
Sections Sl«l and Sl»2. 
Details were also obtained from a number of coiq^anies concerning 
their past fouling histories. 
UNIVERSITY OF DURHMl 
Department of Botany, 
Science Laboratories, 
South Road, Durham City. 
Dear S i r , 
We are conducting a survey as t o the main type of ship 
f o u l i n g at the present day, and would be g r a t e f u l i f we could 
have your co-operation i n t h i s . 
I t would e n t a i l us sending you some sample bags i n which 
we would l i k e a sample of the f o u l i n g on the ship, together 
w i t h a s l i p of paper which would give:-
(a) the name of the vessel; 
(b) dates o f t h i s and previous scraping; 
( c ) a n t i - f o u l a n t used during period of ( b ) ; 
(d) routes used ( B r i t i s h , c o n t i n e n t a l , world wide). 
And then any other d e t a i l s as may be thought h e l p f u l such as 
i f t h e r e has been any changes i n f o u l i n g organisms during the 
l a s t t en or twenty years, and i f t h i s i s associated w i t h a 
change i n the t o x i c contained i n the p a i n t . 
The aim of t h i s survey i s t o evaluate any change t h a t 
might have occurred i n the f o u l i n g organisms i n recent years 
w i t h any coinci d e n t change i n p a i n t t o x i n s or i n the p o r t s 
o f c a l l used. I t i s not intended as evaluation of the 
brands o f p a i n t s used, except i n s o f a r as i t i s concerned 
With the t o x i n used not any other i n g r e d i e n t s . 
I f you are unable t o p a r t i c i p a t e i n t h i s , would i t be 
po s s i b l e f o r you t o send us a r e p o r t on subjects (a) through 
( d ) , but without the samples. We would be g r a t e f u l f o r 
any i n f o r m a t i o n received and would give, i n r e t u r n , any 
assistance we can w i t h regard t o t h i s . 
Could you please r e p l y on the postcard enclosed. 
Yours f a i t h f u l l y , 
Richard Sims. 
f igure 51-3a 
U N I V E R S I T Y O F D U R H A M 
DEPARTIIENT OF BOTANY 
SCIENCE LABORATORIES 
SOUTH ROAD 
DUEHAi'I CITY 
Dear S i r , 
Thank you for yoTor reply indicating that you are vdlling 
to take p£crt i n th i s siirvey. Enclo&ed are a number of sample 
ba;gs each attached to a post card on which the following d e t a i l s 
should be noted:-
i ) Shipping l i n e , 
i i ) Name of Ship, 
i i i ) I^pe (Tanker, F r e i ^ t e r etc.) 
i v ) Routes; used (Coastal, Continental, Atlantic etc.) 
v) Dates of t h i s and previous scraping coincident with 
application of antifoulant. 
v i ) Paint used, 
v i i ) Cover of algae, barnacles or tube worms, 
v i i i ) Notes, ( i f any). 
We would be grateful i f you could send us two samples per ship 
at a) water l i n e , b) bilge keel l e v e l s . Each sojnple should be 
placed i n a bag (which may be sealed after) and posted to 
Mr. R.E. Sims at the above address preferably by f i r s t class 
mail to prevent vindue deterioration of the sample. 
Yours f a i t h f u l l y . 
RICHARD E. SIMS 
f i g u r e S1-3b 
Shipping Line: OCCAtO STfAVA SUxP CO. 
Name of Ship:- ..... .^ .^^ M^ X^" 
Type:- J^^<^.., 
Route:-
Dates of Scraping 
L a s t : - . .^l^f^.^ '^T.i .^.^! 
Present: - ., fi^.":^. „ .'B.S") .......... 
Sample:- VTa^en-ii^S or B i l g e Keel 
P a i n t ' - L€iCsU-'i>'^\Ji^oio TrlofiiC^u 
Cover of Fouling L i g j i t .Moderate Heavy None 
Algae (Veed) Broi^.n _ 
G-reen ,/ 
Barnacles 
Tube'.7orm ^ 
(Please t i c k under appropriate boxes. 
NOTES 
""^^ "^-"^^ -ry^^ u s u ^ . Ots, ^ ^^^^^ 
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S«ctlon Sl#4 
Fouling Eeoiygfai <m Shtp« laid up in 
Harbour for long pwlods 
Tfa« study was carried out at Porttaovth In a aar£tttt*bracklth 
water harbour* Saoples vara takerii with the aid of a dlv«r» £roa 
a sarlaa of four ahlps lAiich had baen laid up for difCeraat lengths 
of tlaie (six to fourtyelght aonths). Two saoiples were taken from 
each ship* One from Just below the waterllne, the second from 
the level of the bilge keel. 
The samples were preserved in sea water containing 51 
sea water u n t i l identified from BarPett and Yonge (1958)» and 
Alder and Hancock (1907). The data was processed following 
Braun»Blanquet (1928) being presented In Table 4 In a convenient 
form for Inspection* 
Sectl<>& SU5 
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Section Sl*5 
Coastal Distribution of Fouling Algae 
The table was coo^lled from a number of algal l i s t s published 
i n the literature^ where possible these were taken only i f 
published after 1960* Other l i s t s were coi^lled the author 
from sauries taken while out coUectli^ for cxperlottatal oaterlal* 
A third source was from species l i s t s sent 1 n from various Marine 
Laboratories In reply to a request for Inforoatlon on the distribution 
of these algae* 
Table 5 depicts the results obtained* The sites are In order 
to Q»ke any gec^raphlcal distribution evident* 
I t had been platmed to provide Information on the fouling 
periods of these algae» and successlonal sequence to a mature 
fouling ecosystem, by the use of a raft anchored in a harbour on the 
North Bast Coast* However, this part was unable to be coiq>leted In 
the available time* Instead, Information en the fouling periods of 
algae In the River Yealm has been Included with the permission of 
Dr. G.T* Boalch and International Paints Ltd* This Information Is 
given In Table 6* 
Appendix S2 
THE ZURICHoliCMTFELLIER SCHOOL OP 
PffifTOSOCIOLOGY 
so 
The Zurich-Montpellier School of Vhytoaaciolofcy 
A plant comnunity may be considered to be a group of plants, 
the area of which is sharply delimited by physico-chemical boundaries, 
similar groups of plants occur i n other areas of similar physical 
or chemical constitution. Such communities can be classified. 
Where the boundary is one of a gradual chaise i n nature then the 
change in plant types w i l l also be gradual and a coatinuum.-(Curtis 1959) 
w i l l be evident and ordination is used in i t s description* 
The classification of plant caammities has been attempted using 
a variety of methods since those of Braun-Blanquet (1928). Ezaiq)les 
of these may be seen in Poore (1956)| Williams and Lambert (1959; 1961] 
1962) and Coodall (1953). The method used here follows that of 
Braun»Blanquet (1920). 
A plant community has certain synthetic characters* These include 
presence and d^ree of presence, f i d e l i t y and sociological indicator 
values. Presence can be measured subjectively in terms of cover values 
from I-V representii^ increments of 20%, or as directly a percentage) 
or i t can be measured objectively using parameters such as biomass per 
unit area, basal height or density amt^ others. The fonner usually 
lends i t s e l f to slacsifacatory techniques, the latter to ordination 
(Bray and Curtis 1957) 
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The Sociability of a plant Is measured subjectively accordli^ to 
the foUoNringt* 
Sociability 1 growlt^ Singly 
2 • grouped or tufted 
3 « i n patches or cushions 
4 • In small colonies, wtenslve patches or carpets 
5 - pure crowds 
Fidelity is no longer used due to I t s uncertain value in plant 
deserlptloa. 
I n the Bra«m*Blanquet School of FhytosMlology l i s t s of plant 
ccffimmlties are taken using presence (a.? « cover index;) end 
sociability* Each l i s t is taken from an area i n a plant ceaounlty 
which is the least area required for the expression of that eeomanlty 
({ttolmal area). Other f ^ s l e a l and chemical factors are also 
taken into account such as the slope; aspect of soil type arnoi^ others* 
These are transferred to a table which has one exis for the species s«! 
another for the quadrats* This table, the raw table, is then 
rearrat^ed i n order to produce an association table in which groups of 
species and quadrats are ordered toother to produce an abstract 
which can be related to the plant coBOunlty in the f i e l d (Tables 2,3 
and 4) iiif returning to the site and testing the data i n the association 
table with that from the plan caaamity. 
The groups are classiflcatory and form classes^ orders, and 
alliances (In descending order of merit) and the name given to them 
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is taken from the Charakterarten (species vbish occur most 
r<i§ularly in the group e.g. Order Sesleriatalia eoeruleae * 
Charakteraxten t PetentiUa crant8ii> Astey elpinus) (Braun* 
Bla^quet 1928)* 
This method of classification, although a gubjective one, has 
been S&md to give similar results to the newer methods such as 
that of Williams and Lambert (1962); tt>ore (1956) while being 
quicker to reorganlee the data. Exasipl«5 of i t s »se applied 
to the marine f i e l d are seen here i n Tables 2*4, and Johns (1968) the 
lat t e r reviews i t s application i n the marine f i e l d . 
The results depicted in Table* 2<-4 eeem to be of eeological value 
and correspond to data given elset^dre by other methods and present 
the data i n a way which can be readily eitpleined. 
Appendix Bl 
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Cultures of Altj^ae 
Material 
The algae used i n the experimental work were collected from 
various sites on the coasts of Horthunberland and Durham* 
Enteranerpha sp were collected from Souter Point (Sunderland), 
Craster and Hartlepool* Pjlyella and the Bctoearpus eeo^lex 
were collected from Souter Point and St* Abbs Head (Berwickshire). 
The algae ^ i c h were used i n the experiments were;* 
Giffordia sscunda (Ruts) Batt* 
BetocaryMS siliculesus (Dillw)* LyngS 
Giffogdla feneatrata (Berk ex Barv.) Batt 
Pityella l l t t e t a l i s (L) KJella 
gntereaorpha Intestlnalis (L) Link 
EntertBaerpha cocyressa (L) Grev. 
aateroBKtr)^ llpga (L) J*Ag* 
These were kept i n the culture solutioa i n the constant environment 
room between collection and use in an experiaant* 
Culture Veagels 
Cultures were grown In st e r i l e petri dishes with 25 ml of 
culture solution added<.: A disc of f i l t e r paper was kept i n the dish 
to provide an attachiactit area for gersinatiag spores* 
Natural sea water, froa Rartlepools, provided the base for the 
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cttltura solution. This was f i l t f t t e d thrm;^ Ubatoao No* I 
and sfeorsd in tho dark i m t l l requlirsd* 
The basic cuttttre nsdium «as sairiched with ths following 
mitriantst-
potassifSB aitrats (KNO^) 202 iqgAL 
potassitia ^esfihate (K^ HFO^ ) 34.8 qg/ L 
foonie chlorida (FaCl^.eB^O) 2.7 o«A 
l&Rgditteso ehlorida (iinCl^t^BjO) 0*2 qg/lL 
and than atit(»lav«d for 15 adnutM at 15 Ihs sq*in*^ praasura* 
^9 {^sphata was autoclavad aaparataly f roa tha rast and 
addad bafo?e innoctuiatlon to pravant praeipitation. Tha pR of tha 
s o l u t i o n was la tha r a g i o n 7.7»8.0 whan used* ASBpieillin was also 
addad to reduce bacterial ac t i v i t y i n the culture solution. 
(Aiopicillin 6,43 qg/h). 
Culture A»parattgt 
The patrl dishes containing the satqplas i n the culture aolutton were 
placed on a white background i n a constant environomit roon at 18^ 0 
and continuous I j ^ t from fluorescent tubes giving 4(XK)lux. The constant 
enviromaant rooot was also used for gerolnatiiro and growth experiments • 
Th^ cttlturing of algae proved successful a i^ i t was f o ^ d possible 
to obtain sporelings of a l l the Ectocarpaceae used* but with 
gntarttaorpha i t proved d i f f i c u l t to obtain sporelings though growth d i d 
occur. This was tmfortunate in that a pfmaibility of any coi^rison of 
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genaiMtlon tttcaest i n relation tp toxin c^meontratlon, In the 
Ulvaceae and £ctoearpacea«» wts lost* 
gnlalgal Cnltor— 
Giffordia oociBE^ wca used to ^ ovlde the source £or the f i r s t 
series of growth « K p e r l i a e n t 8 * This swtree was the sp^lntnts 
grown In cttUnre ittm a p l a t l i ^ teehnlqtie following Boalch 1961* 
$peclmens of Gtfferdla seciinda were placed on a onist f i l t e r 
paper and l e f t overnight In the dark* The next oomii^ the release of 
spores was brought abmit by flooding the systea with s t e r i l e culture 
mediuQ. After a period of 15 minutes the algal m t e r l a l was removed* 
The dish was covered and placed In the constant «avironoent roooi 
u n t i l required* Gerainatlon occurred after 10-14 days* 
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Section B2*l 
Warburg Manoaatry 
The Warburg apparatus is designed to laeasure gas change at 
constant velu»e by aieans of the chaise i n pressure wh» gas is 
absorbed or evolved. This pressure change is recorded on the 
oanoa^ter and can be converted to v e l u o M change by use of a 
standard formtla* The apparatus can be llluffllnaced to allow the 
oteasttreaeat of photosynthttils or kept in the dark to s>^ aeure 
respiration* The design of the flask Is such that toxins or 
stliailants can be added without the need of resetting the 
apparatus* The Use of this apparatus i n the iseasuretoent of 
{^otosynth(»lB and respiration follows that of Lindahl (1943)* 
The experliasntal m t e r l a l used consisted of the following algaet< 
gnter<iw»rpha jntestinalls 
gnjteyoaorpha coiapressa 
Intei^oaorpha llosa 
Ectocanms slltculofijij 
Glffordta fenestrata 
Pllyella l l t t o r a l l s 
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^otosyathesis and respiration were measured by a direc t asthod 
due to the d i f f i c u l t y of using identical quantities of alga i n the 
flasks. The equipment used was that oanufactur«i i n Germany by 
B« Braun. Conical flasks w i t h a single side am and central 
reservoir were used and the volume of these including that of the 
maiuMffiter uaed ranged from 7 • 14 ml* Hie flasks were illuminated 
ivm belcnr by a series of incandescent bulbs. These posed seme 
pri^leos due to the heat also emitted and ice had to be used to 
keep the t e i ^ r a t u r e of the water both down to the tea|>erature of 
the «Kperiment 23^G. 
After consideration of the discussion on buffering capacity, 
i n tindahl (1963)> i t was decided not t o add any carbon dioxide as 
even due to the lack of buffering the variati<m is pH during the 
run of the experiment was not thought to be exeeedinglt large) the 
results obtained would seem to agree with this. 
The flasks were set vp twing 2 sd of the solution under teat in 
the outer well into Which the algae were placed when used. Each run 
consisted of 13 or 14 flasks, 12 - 13 test solutions and a thermo* 
barometer. IRuree toxins were subjected to t e s t i ^ i * finely divided 
e<^er in tea water (20 ug/ffll)i cuprous oxide i n sea water (10 t^/ml)} 
and t r i b u t y l t i n %droxide (the oxide of ^ i c h has a solubility of 
20{ ppm and forms the hydroxide when added to water). The Copper 
and Cirrous <»ide were tested at concentrations of 10.; 7.5| 5.0) 2.5| 
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1,0} 0*5| O.li 0*05 « g M | and the t r l b u t y l t i n hyirMlde at the 
followlm (as * peremtage of taturatlen to sea iiater)t* 100| 50} 
2St U*S} e*?| 3*3} 1*6} 0*d| 0*8} OfZt 0*1$ 0«05* Se«h nm had a 
control v i t h 2 fid of sea water with no toidii adde4» 
I t was found before running the experlsMint that tlie eulture 
ftoletion has »0G» isherraat gas flux (dm pvobably to «««ts4ii 
Dilcroorj^iiliNas* I t was ^ us decided to run the m^iamOi In tho 
following ssnaeri* 
I n order to asses* the eovpensaelim that would be required 
to allow for the eafclent gas Ilux of the syste«« a duM9 tm, 
t4tn«l^l t4^ that «^ r3i»lly »sed but without the added algae, was 
carried out. 
the flasks were equilibrated for 20 Minutes with the taps 
open and th«ai the snnoiMiter set at «ero and the taps clMed* Readli^ 
were taken at 5 n i ^ t e tnt«rv«ls for 20 sdsutM, flasks being 
sh^en except i ^ l l e re^dlags-^ere being tidten. The «tperl«sitf: 
wet t m twlcOy once with the llghlui swilM^hed on to record photosynthesis 
and th«»i with th«» off and the apparatui covsred with alualttiutt f o i l , 
t o ensure olnlAim l i g h t entry Into the flasks* t ^ allow respiration 
to h«t recorded* 
After the ima^ run the slgao to be used were addod *ai the 
sxperljQent being repeated utlng different algae i n each mm* 
At the of tho ex^liasnt ^ e algae w«f« tim^ quickly la 
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d i s t i l l e d water and dao^ dried, weighed to obtain the fresh weight, 
then dried to constant weight at 105^C. 
Photosyntehsis and respiration were expressed i n term of 
u l O2 evolved or absorbed per gm day not of alga per day after 
correction for flask volume. 
Section E2*2 
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Section B2-2 
Metabolic Hm 
Photosynthesis and respiration restilt in change* of oxygen 
and earbf»i dioxide eoneentratlons. Jfy estimation of these one 
can obtain s c o m idea of the effect of the toxin on the growth of the 
organism, la this case algae. Heasurement of both oxygen and earboa 
dlc«ida w i l l provide a close estimation of g r o t ^ and i t is possible 
that each can be used to provide a relative estimation of the 
val i d i t y of the oth«r technique. 
The use of pB and oji^en f l i K as a meaSurcoBsnt of growth was 
choeen for i t s simplicity experimentally and that the estimRtloa 
of carbon dl^Klde and «eygen flux had been used i n a large rmib%r 
of cases In metabolic studies both i n fresh water and sea water as well 
as In terrestrial habitats (Odum 1957} Odum & Odtxa 1955| Teal 1957) 
(Verdium 1956). Tkerc has been sooa eoatroveray on th» uae oi pR for 
the estlmatlea of carbon dioxide eottceatratlon, however, i t was 
decided to follow. ltt outline the metiiods of both Verdium (1956) and Beyers 
et a l 1963 j and to m« oxygen measurements as a rou{^ cheek to their 
accuracy. For further diseu8Sl<m of both points of view see Beyers 
et a l 1963. I t was also hoped that some «t^ |>pert might come 
turn the Warburg results as to the aeeuraey of the method* 
Materials used:* T e algae u s ^ i n the experiment were as fellows:* 
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Enterotaorpha eoapretsa 
Pilyella l i t t o r a l l s 
Bctocarous slliculosus 
Clffordia secunda 
50 mis of test solution were pipetted into a 50 ml beaker. The 
pH of this soli;ktioa v^n measured using aa fi.X.L. pH aster which had 
beea standardised with buffer solutions at pH 4.0 and pH 9.2. 
Then, the oxygen concentration was measured using a npdif leatloa of 
the aicrowinkler technique (see detail* below). 
The algal speclmaa was then added aad one of the two replicates 
was placed i n l i g h t at 4000 lux aad a temperature of 18^ C for 
24 hours* The ether i n the dark at 18^ G« The dark series was placed 
in a box of aluminium f o i l which had to be constructed as the dark 
room was not available for use. After 24 hours the pR aad Oxygen 
concentratiim were estimated again. The experiment was repeated three 
tim» for each test solution (once for three different algae), there 
being two test solutions used :• Guprlc oxide i n sea water and tr i b u t y l 
t i n hydroxide In sea water. 
Cu|irlc oxide was used at 5} 1; 0.5{ 0.1 and 0 ugCu ml*^ 
Tributyl t i n %droxide at concmtratlons of 25ii 5} 2.5} 0.5 and 
0% of saturation la sea water. 
Estlmatloa of Oxi^oa by a medificatiw of the Mtcrowinkler technique 
The estimation of oxygen dissolved In sea water was carried out 
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using a oodificatlon of the w i r i e r r«ieti^ diluting a l l solutions 
by a factor of 100 and usit% 2*5 al of sea water Instead of 125 al of 
sea water* The reaaon for using this aodlficatlon of the Hicrwlnkler 
technique (Foxe Wls^fleld 1938) Is that the llMtatlons placed en 
the quantity of speclaens and culture solution available required 
a technique using only snail aaounts of sea water. 
Method 
2.5 Bxl of sea water were carefully pipetted into a san^le tube* 
To this was added 2 ml of aanganous suJLphate solution, 2 ad of alkyl 
aside solution* Tins was allowed for the precipitate produced to 
absorb the oxygen In the sea water and then 6 drops of concentrated 
sulphuric seld a4ded* Thl» liberated iodine \dilch was t l t r a t i ^ by 
0*01 N sodium thiosulphate solution using starch as an Indicator* 
The reactions Involved are as follows. The alkyl aside solution 
precipitates eanganous hydrcmlde froa the solution* This is oxidised 
by oxyg«t In the sea water to oanganle hydroxide* The acid ^ I d l s e 
the solution of mai^anlc hydroxide and potassium iodide and releases 
iodine proportional to the oxygen concentration of the water and this 
iodine is then t i t r a t e d by standard sodium thiosulphate. 
MaSO^  + 2NaOH ^2^°4 ^^®^^2 
Zmm)^ + HjO + 0 2ife(cm)3 
2lta(OT)3 + 2KI + 3l^S0^ 2IfaS0^ + K^ ^^ ^ + ^2 
1 ml Sodium thiosulphate (2*482g/L) 82»76ul O^ . 
DURHAM 
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Solutions used :« ( a l l i n d i s t i l l e d water) 
jfenf^aneus sulphatet'- 4.80 g/U of tfiSO^ 
Alkyl*iodide<ilde 5.00 g MaOR -f 1*35 g KaX i n 1 l i t e r of 
di s t i l l e d water aad add 0 .1 g KalL In 
40 ml water. 
Sodium thi^sulphate 2.482 g/L of H^ S^^ O^  SH^ O. 
Measurement of Carbon dlwclde flax using pH 
Carbea dioxide whea dissolved la water results la an acid 
solution. At low earboa dioxide concentrations the gas goes into 
solution as a bicarbonate but as the coaeeatratlon of gas Increases 
mere gas goes into the solution «s the carbonate ion 
COg + HjO + KCO* 28^ + Co|'* 
Thus i t can be seen that addition of earbm d i v i d e into 
solution results In an increase i n the hydrog«a ion e v e n t r a t i o n in 
solution and a resultant lowering of pH. 
This decrease in pK la not liaear with the laerease of carbon 
difflcide due to the two forms which carboa dioxide may exhibit i t s e l f as 
in solutioaf This aQa*linearity results l a the curve foimd in Beyer 
et al 1963, whea plotting pR against earboa di<aclde eoacentratioa. 
Katbpd 
The method of CO^  analysis follows i n outline that of Verdium 1956 
and Beyers wt al 1963* Since there is the aon*llnear relation of pH 
with CO2 coneentratioa calibration curves niMit be drawa* (This being 
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the cause of the difference i n the views of Verdlum 1956 and Beyers 
et al 1963). 
The calibration curve is drawn by writing the pR of the solution 
adding successive Ineremants of 1 ml of 0*01 N SaOB toltttlon and 
noting their respective pH values. According to Verdlum this 
addition of sodium f^droxlde results i n the chatqse In pS identical 
to that caused by tho removal of lOuh moles of CO2 by i^otosynthesis* 
l^ia is plotted on a g r a ^ of pH against effective 00^ remo^l 
and the pH values obtained In solution read of this to obtain the 
changes la carbon dioxide cottc«itratlon« The validity of this msthod 
has been questioned and w i l l be discussed later. The reason for i t s 
use was Its s l o i ^ l l c i t y and I t could be e<Ni^red with figures obtained 
for oxj^en flux. 
gaeh speelaent was t i t r a t e by the sodium hjrdrexide u n t i l 
there was clear evidence that the curve did not alter trith the 
concentratlcm of toxin used. I t was repeated for each toxla usad. 
th« change In pit due to SO^  flux m§ also estimated In a mftn»er similar 
to that of Beyers et a! (1963)^ I n this 9000 sea water was shaken with 
a constant flow of carbon dlcailde (obtained from the action of diluted 
acid on calcium carbonate) u n t i l saturated* ^ e pH of this solution 
was taken using an t*B.L. pH mster. This solution was then diluted 
to 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40^ 3:S ^ , lO and OX saturated % GO^  by the 
replacemeat of certain quantity of the solutlmi by gas free eea water* 
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The solubility of carbon dimlde la sea water wa* obtained i n 
Beyers et al (1963) atui a calibration curve was eemstructed of 
pR against CO^  cooeentration. Ubis beix« used to estiSHite the GO^  
flux obtained i a the case of Trlbutyl t i n hydroxide. 
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Sftetien E2»3 
Growth tei»iyi!BiTOjfe« 
This exparlattat wat d«6lg«i«d to follow th* ehat««» in groi^h 
rat* tfith toxin coiu^tration* 
Tho Mcperifltentsl material tuiod «mmi aasaplaa of Gifg^rdta fsjanda 
Entaromprpha i n t f t i m l i a and Pt lyal la l l t t o i ^ | i i > 
Bateroaarplta audi f i l y a l l a had h%m eollaetad froa th« taa ahora 
and kept in ^ttitttra aolution at 18°0 and in etm^tant light bafora 
vaa. Tha Giffegdia mo grown f r ^ aporaa gamtnatad in eultura* 
Tha oietbod follows th&t of Lindahl (1966)* 
Tha al$ao vara gr0m i n a tar i la patri dishes with 20 ol of teat 
solution at a taa^avatura of 18^0 and eontinuot^ lig^t intensity 
of 4000 Ivm* tfas fresh weight of the algae were r^erded at weekly 
intsrvala over a nuEaber of wealcs htit the growth data was obtained after 
14 days* Afttr thia a l l hagm to loose weight* The ehange in weight 
was fficpreesod as grasnas per graoM fresh weig^« 
A c « ^ * c t i ^ to prodtioe an equivalent of growth in oacygen outtmt 
was also P a r t a k e n although this w i l l not apply absolutely i t gives 
an indioatien of the o « a ^ r i s e n between the laethods tased before» 
Hie test solutions n s ^ were;* 
Copper and Ct;^rous oaeide : 0; 0.05{ 0*10; 0.50$ 1*00; 5,00} 7.50} 10*0 
tribtityl t in hydroxide ; 0; 0*05$ 0*1| 0*2{ 0*4f 0«t} 1.6{ l*3{ 6*7} 
12.5; 25{ 50 and lOOX satnrated solution in 
sea water. 
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Table E3-1 
" h e Effect of Toxins o n t h e . P h o t o s y n t h e s i s 
a n d Resp i ra t i on of s o m e H a r i n e Algae. 
A) Tri bu ty l t in 
h y d r o x i d e 
F n t e r o m o r p h a 
intest inal is 
0* 
005 
010 
019 
0- 39 
078 
1- 56 
312 
6-25 
12-50 
2500 
5000 
100 0 0 
- r o m p r e s s a 
0 * 
005 
010 
019 
0- 39 
078 
1- 56 
312 
625 
1250 
photosynthes is . respirat i 
net a ross 
(as j j iO^gi in(d.w).^day) 
16-949 1-457 -15-492 
18-635 4-658 -13-977 
15-602 4-334 -11-268 
11-370 - 1-372 - 12-74 2 
7892 0 - 7892 
17-56A . -16-425 - 33-988 
7389 0-450 - 6-939 
14-532 - 2-564 - 17-097 
12-054 - 2-939 - 14-993 
7316 - 3872 - 11-188 
0-883 -10-684 - 11-567 
- 1-509 -16-577 - 15-068 
-14-679 -31- 360 - 16-681 
15274 . 7-354 - 7-920 
21-069 3-523 - 17-546 
19-294 6-413 - 12-881. 
7-999 . - 3-686 -11 -687 
,. 5-256 0-202 - 5-054 
20-938 4-320 - 16-618 
27091 5-203 - 21-888 
6312 - 6-029 - 12-341 
30-535 - 3 0 0 9 6 - 60-631 
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Table E 3-1 (cont) 
NP GP 
25-00 7-577 - 14506 - 22 082 
50-00 34-145 - 6557 - 40-702 
100-00 , 0-228 . - 28-867 - 29-095 
E. linza. 
0 37-143 . 32-055 - 5-088 
005 33-817 28134 - 5-683 
0-10 103-454 99965 - 3-489 
0-19 7033 4-626 - 2417. 
0-39 82-239 66-438 - 15-801 
0-78 208800 186-336 - 22464 
1-56 51-464 46-165 - 5399 
3-12 • 80-965. 58-294 - 22-671 . 
6-25 74-672 59498 - 15-174 
12-50 . 124-873 106-722 - 18-151 
25-00 52-434 44-677 - 7757 
50-00 34-960 27934 - 7026 
100-00 55-731 39-625 - 16-106 
E c t o c a r p u s •• 
si l iculosus 
0 ^ : ; 13-525 12-282 - 1-242 
0-05 5191 3730 - 1-461 
0-10 . 33-598 31367 - 2231 
1-56 12-083 • 9-883 - 2-200 
3-12 4-438 1-931 - 2-507 -
12-50 10-961 10-354 - 0-607 
25-00 6-547 3-777 - 2-673 
50-00 22-734 17-241 - 5-492 
100-00 2-781 - 2-261 - 5-041 
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Table E3- l (c6nt) 
NP GP • R 
Pi lye l la l i t to ra l is 
0 * 7-0A3 6-A98 - 0-5A5 
0-05 3'A61 1-879 - 1-582 
0-10 1-664 0-377 - 1-26A 
1-56 • A-081 2-767 - 1-3K 
312 ' 8-827 6-587 - 2-239 
625 7702 A-018 - 3-683 
12-50 43A1 3-A51 - • 0-889 
2 5 0 0 58-821 3A-432 - 24-389 
5000 15860 13-263 - 2-597 
100-00 28-8A1 8-A82 - 20-359 
* 7osaturat ion in sea water. 
B) C u p r o u s oxide 
E n t e r o m o r p h a 
intestinal is 
0 ugCurml 
0-05 
0-25 
0-50 
2-50 
5-00 
7-50 
10-00 
-1 18-345 9-168 - 9177 
18-400 4-602 -13-798 
28-084 12-764 -15-320 
61-642 39-228 -22-414 
15-724 12-288 - 3496 
48-800 36-074 -12-726 
49-978 17-252 - 32-950 
48-697' 33- 207 -15-490 
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Table E 3-1 (cont) 
NP GP R 
Pi lydla l i t t o r a l i s 
- 1 
0 u g C u m l 
0-05 
26-633 12-678 -13-955 
' 19-427 8-171 - 11-256 
0-25 22-097 12-680 - 9-417 
0-50 29-665 11-038 - 18-627 
2 -50 43- 774 26-342 - 17-432 
5-00 24-380 14-524 - 9-586 
750 33-935 22429 - l t-056 
10-00 48-515 35-560 - 12-955 
G i f f o rd ia 
fenest rata 
0 9-848 9-269 - 0-579 
005 9-029 7-661 - 1-368 
025 13-156 10-047 - 3-109 
0-50 14-631 12-627 - 2-004 
2-50 12-047 . 10-040 - 2-007 
750 4-040 2-424 - 1-616 
10-00 1-395 0-719 - 0676 
E c t o c a r p u s 
sil iculosus 
0 9-815 8-645 - 0-540 
0-05 20-908 15-899 - 5-009 
0-25 11306 9-806 - 1-500 
0-50 19-068 • 15-752 - 3316 
2-50 12-135 • 11 -677 - 0-458 
5-00 4-822 0467 - 4-355 
7-50 - 6-097 2-771 - 3326 
10-00 3-164 1-449 - 2-165 
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,-1 
Table E 3-1 (cont) 
C) Copper 
En te romorpha 
in tes t i na l i s 
OugCuml 
005 
025 
0-50 
2-50 
500 
7-50 
1000 
^ilyella l i t toral is 
0 
O05 
025 
2-50 
500 
7-50 
65-23 
59-23 
11-90 
32-13 
31 -70 
23-37 
37 79 
18-59 
605-OA 
876 A A 
553-AA 
119-76 
23-69 
A2-06 
60-96 
5520 
10-32 
28-80 
3 0-2 A 
20-40 
2785 
13-7A 
582-2A 
792-A8 
529-68 
116-88 
22-56 
1979 
A-27 
403 
1-58 
3-33 
K 6 
2-97 
9-9A 
A-85 
22- 80 
83-76 
23- 76 
2-88 
1-13 
22-27 
SccCtoQ S3#^ 3 
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Table E3 - 4. The E f f e c t of Toxins on the Germination of 
Some Harine Fouling Algae 
G i f f o r d i a secunda 
0 
// 
0.05 
0.25 
0.50 
2.50 
5.00 
7.50 
10.00 
0.005) 
0.025) 
0.050) 
0.250) 
O.n^ OO) 
2.500) 
5.000) 
Cuprous 
Oxide @ 
112.5 
67.14 
30.c;" 
4.27 
2.72 
2.10 
Copper © 
112.5 
54.80 
87.00 
23.07 
1.67 
T r i b u t y l t i n 
Hydroxide @ 
40.00 
4.44 
42.50 
10.00 
16.00 
5.71 
1.90 
P i l y e l l a l i t t o r a l i s 
0 
/ / . 
O.I 
0.5 
I.O 
5.0 
10.0 
(0.005) 
(0.025) 
(0.050) 
(0.250) 
(0.500) 
5.18 
3.04 
5.71 
5.07 
5.18 
4.17 
0.67 
3.00 
5.18 
2.00 
^/ copper as ' 
* t r i b u t y l t i n as percentage saturated s o l u t i o n i n sea v;ater 
@ i n u n i t s of 1000 
Bart 6 
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